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The Bank of Korea sets and implements its monetary and credit policies
in order to contribute to the sound development of the national economy by pursuing price stability, and in the process pays attention to
financial stability as well.
The Bank of Korea Act stipulates that the Bank of Korea, to fulfill its
accountability corresponding to these mandates, should compile at least
twice each year a report on the implementation of its monetary and
credit policies.
In line with this the Bank of Korea prepares the Monetary Policy Report, containing the details of and backgrounds to its monetary policy
decisions, the future monetary policy directions, etc., four times per
year, and submits it to the National Assembly.
This September 2020 Monetary Policy Report has been drawn up to
cover the time period from after the Monetary Policy Board meeting for
monetary policy decision-making in May 2020 through the date of the
Monetary Policy Board meeting for monetary policy decision-making in
August 2020.
We sincerely hope that this Monetary Policy Report will be of help in
ensuring that the public well understands the Bank of Korea’s monetary
policy operations, and forms rational expectations concerning the future
policy directions.
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(1) The Bank of Korea shall prepare an assessment report on progress in
implementing monetary and credit policies and macro-financial stability
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(2) The Governor shall attend a meeting and answer questions, when the
National Assembly or any of its committees requests him/her to attend
the meeting in connection with the report submitted pursuant to paragraph (1).
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General Principles of Monetary Policy Operation
The Bank of Korea Act stipulates the goal of monetary policy as follows: “The Bank shall contribute to the sound development of the national economy through ensuring price stability, while
giving due consideration to financial stability in carrying out its monetary policy.” In order to enhance transparency, predictability and effectiveness of monetary policy, the Bank will carry out its
task by setting specific targets and objectives in accordance with this goal.

□ (Inflation targeting) The Bank of Korea maintains a flexible inflation targeting system to effectively
achieve price stability, which is the primary objective of monetary policy. The inflation target is currently
set at 2.0% in terms of consumer price inflation (year-on-year).
◦ (Medium-term horizon) The inflation target is meant to be achieved over a medium-term horizon,
since consumer price inflation is affected not only by monetary policy but also by various other
factors at home and abroad, which entail transitory and irregular impacts and the lag in monetary
policy transmission.
◦ (Forward-looking operation) The Bank conducts its monetary policy in a forward-looking manner,
while considering symmetrically the risks of inflation remaining persistently above or below the
target.
		

- The path of convergence of inflation toward the target is assessed on overall inflation and growth
outlooks as well as their uncertainties and risks, and on financial stability conditions.

◦ (Flexible operation) The Bank conducts its monetary policy to support real economic growth to
the extent that this does not hinder attaining the inflation target over the medium-term.

□ (Consideration of financial stability) In ensuring price stability over the medium-term, the Bank pays
careful attention to the impact of monetary policy on financial stability.
◦ (Relationship with inflation targeting) As persistent financial imbalance could undermine
macroeconomic stability, paying due attention to financial stability in conducting monetary policy is
consistent with the rationale behind flexible inflation targeting.
◦ (Examination of financial stability) The Bank examines, assesses and announces financial
stability conditions on a regular basis, to prevent excessive buildup of financial imbalances that may
be brought about by monetary policy implementation.
◦ (Harmonization with macroprudential policy) Since there are limits to maintaining financial
stability solely by monetary policy that indiscretely affects the whole economy, monetary policy
needs to be complemented by macroprudential policies to prevent accumulation of financial
imbalance.
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Executive Summary

porate performances, despite the resurgence
of COVID-19 in major economies. The US dollar

[Monetary Policy Operating Conditions]

ed for instance by expectations of continued
accommodative monetary policy by the US Fed-

1 A look at financial and economic conditions

eral Reserve and eased risk aversion.

in Korea and abroad between May and August 2020 finds the following. Global economic
growth contracted sharply, and then the slug-

Share price indices of advanced and emerging
markets

gishness eased somewhat, thanks to partial

MSCI Advanced Markets Index

economic reopening. In the US and the euro

MSCI Emerging Markets Index

area, consumption and industrial production

(Jan. 1, 2017=100)

(Jan. 1, 2017=100)

150

150

after May. Meanwhile, China saw its growth

140

140

rate for the second quarter turning positive due

130

130

to a rapid normalization in production activities

120

120

110

110

100

100

90

90

rebounded and sentiment indices improved

and increased investments in infrastructure and
housing construction.

Economic growth in major economies1)
(%)

2019

2017 2018
Year Year Year

Q2

US

2.3

3.0

2.2

-0.4

0.6

Euro area

2.6

1.9

1.3

0.2

0.3

Japan

2.2

0.3

0.7

0.4

0.0

China

6.9

6.7

6.1

6.2

6.0

Q3

2020

80

80
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Source: Bloomberg.

Q1

Q2

0.6

-1.3

-9.1

0.0

-3.6 -12.1

2 In the Korean economy, growth shrank con-

-1.8

-0.6

-7.8

siderably. Real GDP in the second quarter de-

6.0

-6.8

3.2

clined by 3.2% compared to the quarter before.

Q4

Specifically, exports fell considerably and conNote: 1) T he quarterly rates of growth are quarter-on-quarter (seasonally adjusted) for the US, Japan and the euro area, and yearon-year for China.
Sources: Individual countries’ published statistics.

straints on the recovery of investment remained
as a result of the global spread of COVID-19,
while the consumption recovery remained weak.
Meanwhile, sluggish employment conditions

The international financial market saw generally

continued, with a steep decline in the number

stable movements on continuing hopes for eco-

of persons employed continuing, particularly in

nomic recovery, stemming from the continued

services industries which are heavily dependent

accommodative monetary policy by the US

upon face-to-face work.

Federal Reserve, more-favorable-than-expected economic indices, etc. Global stock prices
remained on the rise in both advanced and
emerging economies, owing primarily to the
announcements of stronger-than-expected cor-
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weakened against the euro and the yen, affect-

i

ii

Real GDP growth1)

Inflation1)2)

(%)

(%)

CPI

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

CPI excluding food & energy
CPI excluding food & energy (excluding administered prices)
Inflation expectation of general public3)
(%)

(%)

0.0

0.0

4

4

-1.0

-1.0

3

3

-2.0

-2.0

2

2

-3.0

-3.0
1

1

-4.0

-4.0
0

0

17.Q1

Q3

18.Q1

Q3

19.Q1

Q3

20.Q1

Note: 1) Quarter-on-quarter (seasonally adjusted).
Source: Bank of Korea.
-1
17.1

3 Consumer price inflation slowed rapidly after the spread of COVID-19 and fluctuated at
around 0% in the second quarter. It then ran in

-1
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Notes: 1) The bold line indicates the inflation target.
2) Year-on-year.
3) Expectations for the CPI inflation rate one year in the future.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.

the mid-0% range between July and August,
affected by a recent rebound in international

The upward trend of housing sales prices ac-

oil prices, and limited supply of vegetables and

celerated in Seoul and its surrounding areas

fruits resulting from heavy rains. Core inflation

after June due to heightened expectations of

excluding food and energy prices rose to the

higher housing prices. The rate of increase then

mid-0% level, and the inflation rate expected by

narrowed in August, due in part to the govern-

the general public also rose slightly.

ment’s housing market stabilization measures.
Leasehold (jeonse ) deposit prices rose at a faster pace.

Korean Treasury bond yield and exchange rate
(KRW per USD)

Housing sales price growth rate1)
Seoul and its surrounding areas

Treasury bond (3-year) yields (left)

Other areas
(%)

KRW per USD (right)

(%)

1.6

1.6

1.2

1.2

0.8

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.0

-0.4
17.1

-0.4
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Note: 1) Month-on-month.
Source: Korea Appraisal Board.

(%)

(won)

3.0

1,400

2.5

1,300

2.0

1,200

1.5

1,100

1.0

1,000

0.5

900
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Sources: Bank of Korea, KOFIA.

4 In the domestic financial markets, long-term

5 Corporate lending, after showing record-high

market interest rates fluctuated within a narrow

increases between March and May, continued

range, influenced for instance by the develop-

to grow by a large amount after June as well,

ment of the COVID-19 pandemic and details of

on increased demand for working capital fol-

the announcements of domestic and internation-

lowing the COVID-19 pandemic, and ongoing

al economic indices, and then rose slightly in late

support by the government, the Bank of Korea

August, due in part to large net sales of Treasury

and financial institutions. The pace of growth

bond futures by foreigners. Stock prices re-

in household lending slowed in April and May,

mained on the rise, on stronger-than-expected

and then increased significantly after June, due

corporate performances at home and abroad,

mainly to increased demand for funds related to

and expectations of additional economic stimu-

housing sales and leasehold transactions.

lus packages in major economies. The extent of
the rise then slowed partially after mid-August,
as concerns about the domestic resurgence of
the COVID-19 emerged. The Korean won/US
dollar exchange rate showed a declining trend
on the global weakening of the US dollar and the
extension of the bilateral currency swap agreement between the Bank of Korea and the US
Federal Reserve.
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Nationwide

iii

iv

[Conduct of Monetary Policy]

Changes in corporate loans1)2)
SMEs

6 The Bank of Korea maintained its accom-

Large firms

(trillion won)

modative policy stance to support the recovery

(trillion won)

30

30

of growth and to help inflation stabilize at the

25

25

2.0% target over a medium-term horizon. In this

20

20

process it closely examined risk factors such as

15

15

the development of the COVID-19 pandemic, its

10

10

financial and economic impacts at home and

5

5

abroad, and changes in financial stability condi-

0

0

tions. Under this policy stance, the Bank main-

-5

-5

tained the Base Rate at 0.50% per annum.

-10
17.1

-10
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Bank of Korea Base Rate1)

Notes: 1) Month-on-month.
2) Based on banks.
Source: Bank of Korea.

(%)
6.0

(%)
6.0

(Aug.08)
(Oct.9,08)

5.0

Changes in household loans1)2)3)

(Nov.08)
(Dec.08)

4.0
Banks

4.0

Non-bank depository institutions

(trillion won)

16

14

14

12

12

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0

0

-2

-2
-4
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Notes: 1) Month-on-month.
2) Including mortgage transfers.

(Jul.12)

(Jan.09)

3.0

(trillion won)

16

-4
17.1

5.0

(Oct.27,08)

(Feb.09)

2.0

(Jul.10)

(Jun.11)
(Mar.11)
(Jan.11)
(Nov.10)

(Oct.12)
(May.13)

1.0

(Aug.14)
(Oct.14)
(Mar.15)
(Jun.15)

(Jun.16)

3.0
(Nov.18)
(Nov.17)
(Jul.19)
(Oct.19)
(Mar.20)
(May.20)

0.0
08

10

12

14

16

18

2.0
1.0
0.0

20

Note: 1) Figures in parentheses refer to the months of Base Rate
adjustments.
Source: Bank of Korea.

7 A detailed look at the Base Rate decisions
during this period, and the backgrounds behind
them, are as follows:

3) F
 igures for July 2020 are based on the Bank of Korea
advance estimate for banks and have not been released for
non-bank depository institutions.
Source: Bank of Korea.

At the July meeting, the Board decided to leave
the Base Rate unchanged at 0.50% considering
that it was necessary to monitor the effects of
the multi-faceted monetary and fiscal measures
taken so far on real economic activities and the
financial markets amid high uncertainties surrounding the growth path depending upon the
development of COVID-19. The domestic econ-

be limited due to the domestic resurgence of

decline, the adjustment in construction invest-

COVID-19. Accordingly, GDP growth for this year

ment continued, and the recovery in facilities

was expected to fall to slightly below -1%, con-

investment was delayed, although consumption

siderably lower than the May forecast of -0.2%.

had rebounded with the relaxation of some pan-

Consumer price inflation had risen to 0.3% in

demic-related restrictions on economic activity

July, due to a larger increase in the prices of ag-

and the government’s stimulus package. Look-

ricultural, livestock, and fishery products, and to

ing ahead, the Board saw the domestic econo-

a reduced decline in petroleum product prices.

my as likely to improve gradually in the second

The Board expected consumer price inflation for

half of the year, but the trend of improvement as

this year to be slightly above the May forecast of

likely to be affected largely by the development

0.3%. However, the pace of increase in consum-

of the pandemic. Specifically, it was expected

er price inflation was expected to slow, as struc-

that the trend of recovery would be weaker than

tural factors, such as increased non-face-to-

expected as improvement in exports, which are

face online transactions, would put downward

closely associated with the global economy,

pressures on inflation, amid moderate economic

was delayed. Consumer price inflation fluctuat-

recovery. Meanwhile, housing prices had con-

ed at around 0%, held down by a (year-on-year)

tinued to increase in all parts of the country, and

decline in the prices of petroleum products and

the rate of household loan growth had risen. The

public services. It was forecast that consumer

Board thus saw the need to thoroughly examine

price inflation would run at the lower-0% level for

the effects of the government’s recent policy

some time, reflecting prolonged effects from the

measures to stabilize the real estate market, and

low global oil prices and weak inflationary pres-

the consequent changes in financial stability

sures. On the financial stability side, housing

conditions.

prices accelerated and the increase in household loans expanded.

8 The Bank of Korea promoted stability and
smooth credit flows in the financial and FX mar-

At the August meeting, the Board left the Base

kets by actively using various policy instruments.

Rate unchanged at 0.50%, based on a judgment
that it was necessary to keep an eye on the fu-

The Bank increased the total ceiling on the Bank

ture development of COVID-19 and the effects

Intermediated Lending Support Facility by 10 tril-

of the expansionary monetary and fiscal policies

lion won (5 trillion won each in March and May)

that had been actively undertaken to deal with it,

to provide support to companies affected by

although the domestic resurgence of COVID-19

COVID-19.

would likely delay economic recovery. Looking
at the domestic economy, although the decline
in exports had moderated a bit, the improvement in private consumption had weakened, the
recovery in facilities investment was subdued,
and the adjustment in construction investment
continued. Going forward, it was forecast that
the improvement in private consumption would

v
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omy remained sluggish, as exports continued to

vi

Programs under the Bank Intermediated Lending
Support Facility
(trillion won, %)

tions at home and abroad. The Bank of Korea
and the government completed preparations
for and activated an SPV which would manage

Ceiling

Interest rate

purchases of corporate bonds and commercial

Support Program for Trade
Financing

2.5

0.25

paper, including lower-rated ones, to stabilize

Support Program for New
Growth Engine Development
and Job Creation1)

11.0

Program

Program for Stabilization of
SME Lending2)
Support Program for
Regional Enterprises
Support for SMEs Affected
by COVID-19
Total

the credit securities market. The SPV was set up
0.25

on July 14, after the Bank of Korea, the government and a state-run financial institution (Korea
Development Bank) consulted on how it would

5.5

0.25

5.9

0.25

10.0

0.25

at which members decided on the loan ceiling

35.03)

-

and conditions and carried out the first lending

Notes: 1) T he Support Program for High-tech and Other Start-up

be operated and funded. The Bank of Korea
held an unscheduled MPB meeting on July 17,

amounting to 1.78 trillion won.

SMEs was expanded and reorganized as the Support
Program for New Growth Engine Development and Job
Creation (September 2017).
2) Includes the support that had been formerly provided under
the Support Program for Facilities Investment.
3) Includes reserves of 0.1 trillion won.
Source: Bank of Korea.

The Bank of Korea extended the 60 billion dollar bilateral currency swap arrangement with
the US Federal Reserve, originally set to expire
on September 30 this year, by six months to
March 31, 2021, judging that uncertainties sur-

In addition, the Bank of Korea extended the

rounding COVID-19 still persisted, even though

period of a regular RP purchase facility through

global dollar and domestic FX markets remained

which an unlimited amount of liquidity is sup-

stable. However, the Bank suspended new US

plied, by one month to the end of July to allevi-

dollar loans using funds from the swap line after

ate the market shock that could arise from full

mid-May, considering stable US dollar funding

redemption of RPs at maturity in July. When

conditions at home and abroad, and sequen-

selecting institutions eligible for open market op-

tially called in all loans implemented from March

erations for the next one year, the Bank broad-

to May this year. In the meantime, as part of its

ened the range of financial institutions eligible for

efforts to secure new policy instruments for FX

RP transactions in consideration of the need for

market stability, the Bank of Korea has been pur-

a swift and broad liquidity provision in response

suing the introduction of a new foreign currency

to COVID-19.

liquidity supply facility through transactions of
foreign currency bond repurchase agreement

To stabilize the bond market, the Bank of Ko-

carried out by competitive auctions. Under the

rea conducted outright purchases of Treasury

facility, the Bank will provide US dollar funds by

bonds in July and August following those in

purchasing US Treasury bonds held by domestic

March and April (1.5 trillion won each month).

financial institutions on conditions of repurchas-

In addition, the Bank extended its Corporate

ing them, and this is expected to contribute to

Bond-Backed Lending Facility by three months

stability in the swap market by absorbing some

to November 3, in consideration of continued

structural demand for foreign funds by non-bank

uncertainties in financial and economic condi-

financial institutions during times of crisis.

9 The Bank of Korea activated an emergency

[Future Monetary Policy Directions]

monitoring mechanism in cases of heightened
 The current outlook is based on the as-

ments of COVID-19 and their possible impacts

sumption that the global spread of COVID-19

on the domestic and foreign financial sectors

will unfold differently from country to country

and economies, as well as changes in financial

only to subside gradually after mid-next year,

and FX market conditions after the Bank’s mar-

and that the recent domestic resurgence will

ket stabilization measures.

last for a period similar to the outbreak seen
early this year, with local outbreaks occurring

The Bank of Korea strengthened preemptive

sporadically thereafter. Looking at the economic

identification of and early warning activities re-

outlook based on this assumption, it is forecast

lated to potential risk factors within the financial

that GDP will decline at a 1.3% rate in 2020 and

system, which could be brought about by the

increase by 2.8% in 2021. With fiscal policy set

contraction of the real economy and expanded

on an expansionary course, the slump in ex-

volatility in the financial and FX markets in line

ports will be eased, but the recovery of private

with the spread of COVID-19. In the June Finan-

consumption will be limited due to the recent

cial Stability Meeting, the Bank projected finan-

domestic resurgence of COVID-19. There is a

cial stability conditions in line with COVID-19 de-

high level of uncertainty surrounding the growth

velopments, and examined risk factors in stress

path. The upside risks to growth include an

situations such as the resurgence of COVID-19

early development and supply of a vaccine and

and additional shocks to the real economy.

treatments for COVID-19, faster growth of the
Chinese economy, and government policy to
stimulate the economy. Among the downside
risks are a global and domestic second wave of
COVID-19, a delay in the semiconductor industry’s recovery, and increasing tensions between
the US and China.
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market volatility and closely monitored develop-

vii

viii

Inflation outlook1)2)

Economic growth outlook1)2)
(%)

2019

2020

Year H13)

H2e Yeare H1

GDP

(%)

2019

2020

Year H1

H2e Yeare H1

H2 Year

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.4

0.7

1.3

1.0

0.7
Core
inflation CPI excluding
agricultural
0.9
products & oils

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.6

1.1

0.8

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.8

1.2

1.0

2021

e

H2

Year
CPI inflation

2.0

-0.7 -1.8 -1.3

2.3

3.2

2.8

Private consumption 1.7

-4.4 -3.4 -3.9

4.0

3.6

3.8

Facilities investment -7.5

5.6

0.9

2.6

4.5

7.8

6.2

Intellectual property
3.0
products investment

3.3

3.0

2.9

3.0

4.0

3.5

Construction
investment

-2.5

1.7

-3.1 -0.7 -2.6

1.7

-0.4

Notes: 1) Year-on-year.

Goods exports

0.5

-2.9 -5.6 -4.5

5.4

4.2

4.8

Source: Bank of Korea.

Goods imports

-0.8 -0.9 -2.5 -1.8

6.3

5.6

5.9

CPI excluding
food & energy

2021

e

2) Figures are the forecast as of August 2020.

Notes: 1) Year-on-year.
2) Figures are the forecast as of August 2020.

 In the future as well, the Bank of Korea will

3) R
 eflects second quarter preliminary figures (released on

conduct its monetary policy in order to support

September 1).
Source: Bank of Korea.

the economy and stabilize consumer price
inflation at the target level (2.0%) over a medi-

Consumer price inflation is forecast to record

um-term horizon, while paying attention to finan-

0.4% this year, the same as last year. The recent

cial stability.

rise of international oil prices and the supply
disruptions for some agricultural products due

The Bank will maintain its accommodative

to torrential rains are exerting upward pressures.

monetary policy stance as domestic economy

However, international oil prices have remained

growth is forecast to be sluggish, influenced by

far lower than those seen last year, and de-

the spread of COVID-19, and as demand-side

mand-side inflationary pressures have remained

inflationary pressures are expected to remain

weak. Consumer price inflation is expected to

weak. In this process, it will thoroughly assess

pick up next year, albeit at a moderate pace, as

the severity of the COVID-19 resurgence and

economic conditions gradually improve and the

its impact on the economy and financial sector,

impacts of (year-on-year) declines in international

changes in financial stability conditions, and the

oil prices dissipate. Core inflation excluding food

effects of the policy measures taken in response

and energy prices is forecast to record 0.4% this

to the pandemic.

year and 0.8% next year. Upside risks to prices
include an accelerated rise in agricultural, livestock and fishery product prices due to worsening weather conditions, and stronger economic
improvements due to an expansionary macroeconomic policy. Among the downside risks are
an aggravated economic slowdown with a prolonged pandemic, and declines in international
oil prices owing to delayed recovery of global oil
demand.
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1. Global Economy

AN-5 countries saw their export slump ease
slightly, but some countries where COVID-19
continued to spread were still experiencing a

Global economic slump eases modestly

delay in consumption recovery. In India and
Brazil, consumption continued to be sluggish

After a sharp contraction in global economic

due to the ongoing spread of COVID-19.

tial economic reopening from May. The OECD
composite leading indicator, showing the fluc-

Figure I-1. Composite leading indicator 1) and
global PMIs

tuation of global economic activity, and global

OECD composite leading indicator (left)

PMIs1) began to rise in May. From June, however, uncertainties over the global economy

Global manufacturing PMI (right)
Global services PMI (right)
104

60

increased after economic activity was partially

102

55

resumed.

100

heightened as the number of COVID-19 cases

50
45

98

In the US and the euro area, GDP declined by
9.1% and 12.1% (quarter-on-quarter), respectively, in the second quarter, each representing

40
96

the largest negative growth rate since statistics

92

were first compiled. After May, however, their

90
17.1

consumption and industrial production re2)

3)

bounded considerably and sentiment indices
improved. Japan's GDP dropped in the second
quarter, the third consecutive quarter of neg-

35

94

30
25
20
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Note: 1) T
 he composite leading indicator includes OECD member
countries and six emerging countries (China, Brazil, India,
Russia, Indonesia, and South Africa).
Sources: OECD, Bloomberg.

ative growth since the fourth quarter of 2019.
The Japanese economy has recently been recovering gradually, at a slower pace compared
to other advanced economies.4) In China, the
growth rate reversed to positive in the second
quarter as a result of a rapid normalization
of production and increased investment in
infrastructure and housing construction. The
momentum of recovery continued in July, with
exports growing at a higher pace.5) The ASE-

1) Global manufacturing and services PMIs in July stood at 50.3 and 50.5, respectively, exceeding the benchmark (50).
2) Retail sales in the US grew at 18.3% in May, 8.4% in June, and 1.2% in July (month-on-month), while those in the
euro area grew at 20.3% in May and 5.7% in June.
3) Industrial production in the US grew at 0.9% in May, 5.7% in June, and 3.0% in July (month-on-month), while that in
the euro area recorded growth of 12.3% in May and 9.1% in June.
4) Japan’s industrial production rose 1.9% in June month-on-month, after continuing to decline up until May.
5) China’s exports increased by 0.5% in June year-on-year, and by 7.2% in July.
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growth, the slump eased somewhat with par-

3

Table I-1. Economic growth in major economies1)2)
(%)

2019

2017 2018

4

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

3.8

3.6

2.9

-

-

-

-

-

2.5

2.2

1.7

-

-

-

-

-

US

2.3

3.0

2.2 -0.4 0.6

0.6 -1.3 -9.1

Euro area

2.6

1.9

1.3

0.0 -3.6 -12.1

Advanced economies

Japan

0.2

0.3

implementation6) of production cuts agreed by
oil-producing countries.

2020

Year Year Year Q2
World

in oil supply and demand following smooth

Brent crude

Dubai crude

(USD/barrel)

(USD/barrel)

90

90

80

80

70

70

2.2

0.3

0.7

0.4

4.8

4.5

3.7

-

-

China

6.9

6.7

6.1

6.2

6.0

6.0 -6.8 3.2

60

60

India

7.0

6.1

4.2

5.2

4.4

4.1

3.1

50

50

5.3

5.3

4.9

4.8

5.0

4.7

1.5 -8.7

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

Emerging market and
developing economies
3)

ASEAN-5

4)

0.0 -1.8 -0.6 -7.8

Figure I-2. International oil prices

-

-

Brazil

1.3

1.3

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.7 -0.3

Russia

1.8

2.5

1.3

1.1

1.5

2.1

-

-

1.6 -8.5

Notes: 1) Based on IMF statistics, except in the cases of individual
countries, the euro area and ASEAN-5 which are based on
their own published statistics.
2) T
 he quarterly rates of growth are quarter-on-quarter (seasonally adjusted) for advanced economies, and year-on-

0

0
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Sources: Bloomberg, Reuters.

year for the others.
3) T
 he annual growth rates are based on the fiscal year (April
of the current year to March of the next year).
4) Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam.
Sources: IMF, individual countries’ published statistics.

International oil prices move sideways
after rebounding

International financial market generally
stable
In the international financial markets, interest
rates and stock prices showed greater volatility
temporarily in June, due to concerns about a

International oil prices (Dubai crude) fell

resurgence in COVID-19 in major economies

sharply to the range of 10 dollars per barrel

and the continued conflict between the Unit-

in late April, but fluctuated in the lower- and

ed States and China. The markets showed

mid-40 dollar range in late August, after re-

generally stable movements afterwards7) on

bounding rapidly in May. The recent recovery

continuing hopes for economic recover y,

of global oil prices was mainly due to the

stemming from the continued accommodative

gradual recovery in oil demand in line with

monetary policy by the US Federal Reserve

the economic reopenings in major economies

and stronger-than-expected economic indices

and to the reduced concerns about a mismatch

and corporate earnings.

6) On April 12, OPEC+ (13 OPEC members and 10 non-OPEC countries) agreed to cut production by a maximum of 9.7
million barrels a day for the next two years starting in May 2020. They maintained very high implementation rates at
107% and 97% of the agreed cuts respectively in June and July.
7) The TED spread (the difference between the three-month LIBOR based in US dollars and the three-month US Treasury bill) and the credit spread for US corporate bonds (the difference in yield between speculation-grade corporate
bonds and 10-year US Treasury bonds) continued on a downward stabilizing trend (TED spread (average, basis
points): 101.1 in April → 29.8 in May → 16.6 in June → 15.1 in July → 16.2 in August; credit spread for US corporate
bonds (average, percentage points): 7.9 in April → 7.0 in May → 5.8 in June → 5.5 in July → 4.8 in August).

The US Treasury bond yield rose in early

advances in the development of COVID-19

June, driven by improvement in labor mar-

vaccines and by the announcement of stron-

ket indicators, but later fell to a record-low

ger-than-expected corporate performances.10)

level, affected by continued expectations

Stock prices in emerging market economies

of monetary accommodation in addition to

also showed similar upward patterns.

8)

5

concerns about a resurgence of COVID-19 in
ering some of the earlier drop, thanks to the

Figure I-4. Share price indices of advanced and
emerging markets

stronger-than-expected economic indicators.9)

MSCI Advanced Markets Index

Government bond yields in Japan and Germany showed similar fluctuations to that in
the United States.

Figure I-3. Long-term market interest rates1) in
major economies
US

Japan

Germany

(%)

(%)

4

4

3

3

MSCI Emerging Markets Index
(Jan. 1, 2017 = 100)
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7
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7
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7
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Source: Bloomberg.

Stock price volatility continued to decline due

-1
17.1

-1
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

to the easing of risk aversion, and interest rate
volatility shrank rapidly, remaining below the
pre-pandemic level.

Note: 1) Treasury bond (10-year) yields.
Source: Bloomberg.

Stock prices in advanced economies rose on
continued expectations of economic recovery,
but the rally slowed temporarily after midJune due to concerns about a resurgence
of COVID-19 in the United States and the
US-China trade conflict. The bull markets
resumed in July, driven by expectations of
8) The 10-year US Treasury bond yield recorded a historic low (closing price basis) of 0.51% on August 4, 2020.
9) US nonfarm payrolls: 4.8 million added in June → 1.8 million added in July (market expectations: 1.5 million).
CPI (year-on-year): +0.6% in June → +1.0% in July (market expectations: 0.7%).
10) About 83% of the S&P500 companies which announced second-quarter net incomes posted higher incomes than
market expectations.
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the United States. It then rose again, recov-

Figure I-5. Volatility Index (VIX) and Merrill Lynch
Option Volatility Estimate (MOVE) Index1)
VIX

6
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Note: 1) Volatility indices for US equity and Treasury bond prices.
Source: Bloomberg.

The US dollar weakened against the euro and
the yen on expectations of continued accommodative monetary policy by the US Federal
Reserve. It weakened significantly against the
euro in particular, affected by the agreement
on the EU economic recovery fund,11) and by
reduced risk aversion.

Figure I-6. Major exchange rates1)
USD per EUR (left, inverted)

JPY per USD (right)

(dollar)

(yen)

1.00

120

1.05
115
1.10
1.15

110

1.20
105
1.25
1.30
17.1

100
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Note: 1) Based on the New York market rate at 16:30.
Source: Reuters.

11) EU leaders decided to set up a recovery fund worth 750 billion euros (390 billion euros in subsidies and 360 billion
euros in loans) in response to COVID-19 (July 21).

2. Real Economy

driven by increased purchases of semiconductor manufacturing equipment was offset
by a fall in transportation equipment invest-

Domestic growth contracts sharply

ment. Construction investment dropped 1.5%
quarter-on-quarter in the second quarter as
building construction remained weak, despite

cantly, as the consumption recovery remained

the increase in civil engineering in line with

weak even after a rebound, with exports fall-

the increased government budget implemen-

ing steeply and the recovery of investment re-

tation.

maining subdued, affected by the COVID-19
pandemic. In the second quarter, real GDP
declined by 3.2% quarter-on-quarter (-2.7%

Table I-2. Major economic growth indicators1)
(%)

year-on-year).

2019

2017 2018

Year Year Year Q2

Private consumption turned to an increase
in the second quarter, rising by 1.5% quar-

Real GDP

3.2

2.9

2.0

2.8

3.2

1.7

3.9

5.3

6.6

sharply mainly in durable goods including

(Private
consumption)
(Government
consumption)
(Facilities
investment)
(Construction
investment)

automobiles and home appliances, driven by

(Goods exports)

4.4

3.3

(Goods imports)

8.8

2.0 -0.8

ter-on-quarter, driven by government support measures and the slowing spread of
COVID-19. Services consumption recorded
a decrease due to social distancing measures, while goods consumption increased

government measures.12) This momentum of
improvement, however, weakened after July,
affected by heavy rains and the resurgence
of COV ID-19. Government consumption

16.5 -2.3 -7.5
7.3 -4.6 -2.5
0.5

1.0
(2.1)
0.7
(1.8)
1.7
(7.2)
2.6
(-7.0)
2.9
(-3.0)
1.1
(-0.5)
3.1
(-0.6)

2020

Q3

Q4

0.4
(2.0)
0.4
(1.6)
1.7
(6.9)
1.7
(-2.3)
-6.4
(-2.7)
5.2
(-0.1)
1.6
(2.2)

1.3
(2.3)
0.7
(1.9)
1.8
(6.5)
2.6
(-2.0)
8.0
(2.6)
1.0
(3.4)
0.7
(1.3)

Q1

Q2

-1.3 -3.2
(1.4) (-2.7)
-6.5 1.5
(-4.8) (-4.0)
1.4 1.1
(6.8) (6.1)
0.2 -0.5
(7.3) (4.1)
0.5 -1.5
(4.2) (-0.1)
-1.0 -15.9
(6.3) (-11.5)
-2.3 -4.8
(3.1) (-4.8)

Note: 1) Q
 uarter-on-quarter (seasonally adjusted); figures in parentheses are non-seasonally adjusted year-on-year rates.
Source: Bank of Korea.

continued to grow in the second quarter, up
1.1% quarter-on-quarter. Government expenditures related to personnel and material

Labor market conditions remain weak

expenses rose13) due to the increased fiscal
spending in response to COVID-19, despite a

In the labor market, the number of persons

drop in health insurance payouts.

Facilities

employed continued to decline steeply. The

investment showed a slow recovery, declin-

decline continued mainly in ser vices re-

ing by 0.5% quarter-on-quarter in the second

quiring face-to-face interactions (e.g. food

quarter as a rise in machinery investment

& accommodation, wholesale & retail, and

14)

12) In order to relieve the consumption slump caused by COVID-19, the government cut the consumption tax on passenger car purchases until the end of this year (from 5% to 1.5% between March and June and to 3.5% between
July and December), and implemented a 10% refund for purchases of home appliances with high energy efficiency
ratios.
13) The central government’s personnel and material expenses rose 10.3% year-on-year during the second quarter.
14) Health insurance payouts declined 4.4% in the second quarter, due to reduced hospital visits.
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Korea's economic growth contracted signifi-

educational services), due to social distancing
measures implemented since March to pre-

Current account surplus widens after
narrowing

vent the spread of the virus. The decrease in

8

the number of persons employed accelerated

The current account surplus narrowed year-

to 476,000 year-on-year in April, but slowed

on-year in the second quarter. Despite the im-

slightly since May (to 277,000 in July) as the

provement in services,15) primary income and

spread of the virus slowed. The seasonally ad-

secondary income, the current account surplus

justed unemployment rate rose sharply to 4.2%

narrowed due to a large decrease in the goods

in the second quarter and in July, from 3.7% in

account surplus resulting from reduced ex-

the first quarter.

ports amid the COVID-19 pandemic. In July,
however, the surplus widened16) as in June, as

Table I-3. Major employment-related indicators
(ten thousand persons, %)

2018

2019

2020

Year Year Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Jul.
Economically
active population
(Rate of change)1)

0.5 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.3 0.8 -1.3 -0.8

Number of
employed persons
(Changes)1)

9.7 30.1 23.7 36.6 42.2 28.8 -40.7 -27.7

Labor force
participation rate2)
Employment-topopulation ratio2)
Unemployment rate2)

the goods account surplus expanded and the
services account deficit narrowed year-onyear.
Exports (customs clearance basis, year-onyear) declined at a faster pace17) in the second
quarter, led mainly by sluggish exports in
non-IT sectors (automobiles, petroleum, etc.)
induced by work stoppages, weak global de-

63.1 63.3 63.3 63.2 63.5 63.4 62.1 62.5
60.7 60.9 60.8 60.9 61.2 61.1 59.5 59.8
3.8 3.8 4.0 3.5 3.6 3.7 4.2 4.2

Notes: 1) Year-on-year.
2) Seasonally adjusted.

mand, and oil prices that were considerably
lower than the year before. The fall decelerated18) slightly in July, however, on the back
of reopenings in major economies and an increase in semiconductor exports.

Source: Statistics Korea.

Imports (customs clearance basis, year-onyear) dropped at a higher rate. Imports of
commodities and consumer goods declined,
driven respectively by crude oil and home
appliances & clothing. Capital goods imports

15) The services account deficit narrowed as payments decreased more than income receipts for travel and transportation, which also dropped due to overseas travel and shipping constraints from COVID-19.
16) The current account surplus, which stood at 2.3 billion dollars in May 2020, narrowed compared to the 5.2 billion
dollars seen during the same month of 2019, but widened year-on-year in June and July, recording 6.9 billion and 7.5
billion dollars, respectively (5.7 billion in June 2019 and 6.6 billion dollars in July 2019).
17) The growth rate of exports (customs clearance basis, year-on-year) recorded -11.3% in the first half, with -1.8% in
the first quarter and -20.3% in the second quarter 2020. The gap with GDP's goods exports statistics in real terms
(-2.9% in the first half of 2020, year-on-year) is attributable to the difference between the real and nominal terms.
18) Growth rate of exports (year-on-year): -10.8% (-18.4%, daily average) in June → -7.1% (-7.1%) in July → -9.9% (-3.8%)
in August
19) Growth rate of imports (year-on-year): -11.2% (-18.8%, daily average) in June → -11.6% (-11.6%) in July → -16.3%
(-10.6%) in August

shifted to a decrease led by semiconductor
equipment. Imports continued to decline in
July and onward.19)

Table I-4. Current account

9
(billion dollars, %)

2019

Year Year Q2
Current account
Goods
Exports

1)

2020
Q2

Jul.

77.5 60.0 10.4 19.2 18.1 13.3 5.8

7.5

110.1 76.9 17.4 19.5 20.4 15.0 9.0

7.0

Q3

Q4

Q1

604.9 542.2 138.5 134.7 136.4 130.2 110.4 42.8

(Rate of change)2) 5.4 -10.4 -8.7 -12.3 -11.8 -1.8 -20.3 -7.1
Imports1)

535.2 503.3 128.8 125.0 125.8 121.9 108.0 38.7

(Rate of change)2) 11.9 -6.0 -3.3 -4.1 -9.7 -1.6 -16.1 -11.6
Services

-29.4 -23.0 -4.4 -5.4 -6.1 -5.2 -3.2 -1.1

Credit

103.7 107.6 27.7 27.0 27.3 23.9 19.9 6.9

Debit

133.0 130.7 32.0 32.3 33.4 29.1 23.1 8.0

Primary
income
Secondary
income

4.9 12.2 -0.8 6.0

5.5

3.9

0.0

2.0

-8.2 -6.1 -1.8 -1.0 -1.7 -0.3 0.0 -0.4

Notes: 1) Customs-clearance basis. Customs clearance statistics are
aggregated based on the customs line, whereas current account (goods) statistics are compiled based on the transfer
of economic ownership. Therefore, differences between the
two statistics may occur in processing trade or intermediary
trade.
2) Year-on-year.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Korea Customs Service.
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2018

3. Prices

With regard to the overseas factors affecting prices, the decelerated drop in crude oil
import prices20) reflecting the recent rise in

Consumer price inflation at mid-0% level
10

international oil prices21) lessened downward
inflationary pressures to some extent. Prices

Consumer price inflation slowed rapidly after

of non-energy imports, which affect domestic

the spread of COVID-19, fluctuating at around

industrial product prices indirectly, shifted to

0% in the second quarter and then running

negative growth,22) led by a decline in import

in the mid-0% range in July and August. A

prices of some products,23) and a slower rise in

recent rise in international oil prices, and lim-

the Korean won/US dollar exchange rate.24)

ited supply of vegetables and fruits resulting
from heavy rains, worked as factors pushing inflation up, despite the continuation of

Figure I-8. Import prices (Korean-won basis)1)

low demand-side inflationary pressures and

Crude oil (left)

downward pressures from government policies such as expanded free education.

Figure I-7. CPI inflation
Month-on-month

Year-on-year
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Source: Bank of Korea.

As for domestic factors influencing prices, inflationary pressures weakened on the demand
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7
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Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.

side compared to last year, affected by the decline in private consumption. On the cost side,
the rate of wage growth slowed substantially

20) The rate of decline in crude oil import prices (Korean won basis, year-on-year) accelerated from 15.7% in the first
quarter of this year to 52.6% in the second quarter, and slowed to 30.2% in July.
21) The rate of decline in international oil prices (Dubai crude oil basis, year-on-year) accelerated from 20.4% in the first
quarter of this year to 52.7% in the second quarter, and slowed to 29.3% in July and August.
22) The rate of increase in non-energy import prices (Korean won basis, year-on-year) reversed to a negative from 2.3%
in the first quarter to -1.5% in the second quarter, and further to -2.0% in July.
23) The rate of increase in chemical product import prices (Korean won basis, year-on-year) turned to negative from
2.4% in the first quarter to -3.7% in the second quarter, and fell further to -6.4% in July. The increase rate of basic
metal import prices reversed to negative from 0.6% in the first quarter to -4.0% in the second quarter. The decline
continued in July, although at a slower pace of -2.7%.
24) The extent of increase in the Korean won/US dollar exchange rate (year-on-year) fell from 6.1% in the first quarter of
this year to 4.6% in the second quarter and to 0.0% in July and August.

from last year due to the economic downturn

following poor weather conditions during July

resulting from the prolonged COVID-19 pan-

and August. In terms of government policy,

demic.

the reduced cut in the consumption tax on
passenger cars25) pushed up inflation, but the

Figure I-9. Rate of wage increase (per employee)1)2)

early implementation of free high school education26) and the cut in gas fees27) were factors

Total wage increase in personal service industries3)
(%)

reversed to an increase after the second quar-

(%)

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0

0

-2
13

-2

ter, affected by the recent rises in leasehold

(jeonse) deposits and monthly rents (new contract basis).28)
Looking at the second-quarter changes in CPI
inflation in the individual product categories,
prices of agricultural, livestock & fishery products increased at a higher rate, while the rate
of price increase in petroleum products re-

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Notes: 1) Based on the firms with one or more permanent employees.
2) Year-on-year
3) S
 imple average of the wage increase in the industries relat-

corded a large negative figure. As for services,
the decline in public service charges accelerated, while private service charges increased at

ed to personal services such as the accommodation and

a slower pace. In July and August, agricultural

food service industries.

product prices rose at a steep rate due to heavy

Source: Ministry of Employment and Labor.

rainfalls, and the drop in petroleum product
prices decelerated reflecting the rise in inter-

A look at other factors affecting inflation finds

national oil prices.

that the prices of agricultural, livestock & fishery products contributed to a rise in consumer
price inflation, while the strengthening of
government social-welfare policies related to
education worked as a factor pushing inflation
down. The rate of increase in the prices of agricultural, livestock & fishery products picked
up, owing to a high rise in livestock product
prices and a hike in agricultural product prices
25) The government extended the cut in the consumption tax (5%) for passenger car purchases until December this
year, but reduced the cut from 3.5 percentage points (5% → 1.5%) between March and June to 1.5 percentage
points (5% → 3.5%) between July and December.
26) Free high school education, scheduled to be introduced for first-year high school students in March 2021, was implemented earlier than scheduled, during this year, in some areas (Gangwon, Gyeongbuk, etc.).
27) The government cut gas fees (residential, wholesale price) by 11.2% from July, reflecting the drop in international oil
prices since the COVID-19 outbreak.
28) The rate of increase in leasehold (jeonse) deposits and monthly rents (Korea Appraisal Board, relative to the last
month of the preceding year) recorded -1.1% in 2019 and 1.4% from January to August this year.
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driving inflation down. Housing rental fees

Total wage increase across industries

11

Table I-5. CPI inflation1)

Figure I-10. Contributions to CPI inflation1)
(%)

2018

2019

CPI inflation

2020

Contribution

Year Year Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Jul. Aug.

12

Consumer price index 1.5 0.4 0.7 0.0 0.3 1.2 -0.1 0.3 0.7
Agricultural, livestock
3.7 -1.7 1.2 -5.4 -2.5 2.0 3.2 6.4 10.6
& fishery products
(Agricultural
8.1 -3.0 1.6 -8.7 -5.8 -0.5 -0.3 4.9 12.1
products)

(%, %p)

(%, %p)

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

(Livestock products) -3.5 0.0 1.7 -2.0 1.8 4.2 7.1 9.5 10.2
Industrial products

1.3 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 0.2 2.0 -1.4 -0.4 -0.4

(Petroleum
6.8 -5.7 -3.5 -6.0 -3.1 10.5 -13.7 -10.2 -10.0
products)
(Industrial products
0.5 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.5 1.0 1.0
excluding petroleum)
Electricity, water &
-2.9 1.5 1.3 1.9 1.5 1.5 1.3 -4.5 -4.4
gas
Services

1.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.3

(Rentals for housing) 0.6 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3
(Public service
charges)
(Private service
charges)
CPI for living
necessities
CPI excluding food &
energy

0.2 -0.5 -0.2 -0.4 -1.0 -0.6 -1.8 -1.9 -1.8

-2

-2
17.Q1

Q3

18.Q1

Services

Q3

19.Q1

Q3

20.Q1

Industrial products excluding petroleum

Agricultural, livestock & fishery products
Petroleum products		

Electricity, water & gas

Note: 1) Year-on-year.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.

2.5 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.1
1.6 0.2 0.7 -0.3 0.3 1.9 -0.2 0.0 0.5
1.2 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4

CPI excluding
agricultural products & 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.8
oils
Note: 1) Year-on-year.
Sources: Statistics Korea.

Underlying inflation remains low
Core inflation excluding food and energy prices recently rose slightly, recording the mid0% level, but still remains low. A look at core
inflation excluding administered prices,29) given that it has been greatly influenced by the
government's education- and medical-related
social-welfare policies, 30) shows that it has
been up slightly to around 1%. Meanwhile,
cyclically sensitive inflation31) was low in the
mid- and upper-0% range.

29) The core inflation index (excluding food and energy prices) with administered prices excluded is calculated by excluding the prices of public services, electricity, water, gas and school meals, which are greatly affected directly
and indirectly by the government.
30) T he government’s recent social-welfare policy stance including expanded free school education and increased
coverage in health insurance has exerted downward pressures on inflation.
31) Cyclically sensitive inflation was calculated based on the items from among the group of products comprising the
core inflation index (excluding food and energy prices) that react sensitively to the percentage GDP gap.

Figure I-11. Underlying inflation rates1)

Figure I-12. Inflation expectations

CPI excluding agricultural products & oils

General public1)2)

CPI excluding food & energy

Consensus Economics short-term1)

CPI excluding food & energy (excluding administered prices)

Experts1)

Consensus Economics long-term3)

Cyclically sensitive inflation

(%)

(%)

(%)

3

(%)

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

13

3

2

1

1

1

0
17.1

0

0
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Note: 1) Year-on-year.

0
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Notes: 1) Expected CPI inflation rates for the next 12 months.
2) Based on new samples since September 2018.

Sources: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea.

3) Expected CPI inflation rates after 5 years.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Consensus Economics.

The short-term (one-year) inflation expectations of a group of experts

32)

Housing sales prices continue to rise

recently stood

at the mid- and upper-0% levels, while the

Nationwide housing sales prices rose at a

short-term expectations of the general public

slower pace in April, affected by sluggish eco-

and the long-term expectations of experts

nomic activity and the government's housing

fluctuated at around the mid- and upper-1%

market stabilization measures. The pace of

levels.

increase picked up33) mainly in Seoul and its
surrounding areas from June, driven by concerns regarding housing supply and demand
and heightened expectations of higher housing prices under the accommodative financial
conditions. Entering August, however, the
increase in housing sales prices decelerated
owing to the government measures to stabilize the housing market. 34) Housing prices
have continued on a high uptrend recently,
even amid the severe contraction of economic

32) These figures are the results of surveys of domestic and foreign investment banks, securities companies, and market research institutions conducted by Consensus Economics, Inc.
33) Nationwide housing sales prices rose by 0.3% in April, 0.1% in May, and 0.4% in June.
34) In response to the house price increase from June, the government announced measures to curb demand (on
June 17 and July 10) and increase supply (on August 4).
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activity, which is unlike the price movements
seen during past crises.

Table I-6. Rates of increase in housing sales and
leasehold (jeonse) deposit prices1)
(%)

2018
Figure I-13. House prices during past crises

14

Asian financial crisis
COVID-19

(Nov. 1997, Oct. 2008, Feb. 2020 = 100)
105

105

100

100

95

95

90

90

Housing sales prices

1.1 -0.4 -0.1 0.7 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.5

Seoul and its
surrounding areas

3.3 0.5 0.2 1.3 1.8 1.3 0.8 0.5

(Seoul)

85
T+0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Source: Kookmin Bank.

6.2 1.2 0.4 1.8 0.6 0.0 0.7 0.4

Other areas

-0.9 -1.1 -0.4 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4

Sales prices of
apartments for
reconstruction

17.4 11.5 3.7 6.4 1.3 0.8 0.9 0.5

Leasehold (jeonse )
deposit prices
Seoul and its
surrounding areas
(Seoul)

85

2020

Year Year Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Jul. Aug.

Global financial crisis

(Nov. 1997, Oct. 2008, Feb. 2020 = 100)

2019

Other areas

-1.8 -1.3 -0.3 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.4
-1.5 -0.8 0.0 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.5
0.3 -0.4 0.2 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.4
-2.1 -1.7 -0.6 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3

Note: 1) Compared with the last survey dates of the previous period.
Sources: Korea Appraisal Board, Real Estate 114.

Nationwide leasehold (jeonse) deposit prices
rose at a faster pace since June, both in Seoul
and its surrounding areas and in the rest of
the country.35)

35) Nationwide leasehold (jeonse) deposit prices rose by 0.1% in April, 0.1% in May, and 0.3% in June.

4. Financial and Foreign
Exchange Markets

Figure I-14. Korean and US Treasury bond yields
Korean Treasury bond (3-year) yield
Korean Treasury bond (10-year) yield

Long-term market interest rates rise
after fluctuating within a narrow range

(%)

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

erally fluctuated at around the lower- to mid0.8% range since June, and then rose slightly
in late August. In early June, it rose moderately, affected by the improvement in economic
indicators in major economies and concerns
about an excess Treasury bond supply following the supplementary budget compilation.
It then fell back in mid-June due to the re-

0

0
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Sources: KOFIA, Bloomberg.

surgence of COVID-19 and concerns about a
delay in economic activity in major countries.

Short-term market interest rates drop

After mid-July, the yield generally moved
sideways36) at around the lower-0.8% level, af-

Short-term interest rates declined on the back

fected by the developments of COVID-19 and

of market stabilization measures taken by the

the US-China trade dispute, announcements

Bank of Korea and the government. The Mon-

of economic indicators, and policy responses

etary Stabilization Bond (MSB, 91-day) rate

at home and abroad. In late August, however,

remained below the Base Rate, recording a

it climbed to the 0.9% range, driven by the rise

record-low level (0.46% on July 31), affected by

in the US Treasury bond yield

and massive

strong investment demand from MMFs and

net sales of Treasury bond futures by foreign-

an increase in foreigners' purchases. CD rates

ers.

(91-day) fell as banks' CD issuance38) declined

37)

from last year's volume, while the demand for
CD purchases rose as a result of a regulation39)
requiring RP sellers (securities firms, asset
management firms, etc.) to hold cash assets.
36) The Treasury bond (3-year) yield volatility measured with an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) continued to decline from 2.73% at end-May to 2.18% at end-June and to 1.51% at end-July.
37) The US Treasury bond (10-year) yield rose 22 basis points between August 1 and 27.
38) In response to the new loan-to-deposit ratio requirement (implemented in January 2020), banks increased CD issuance significantly in 2019, but reduced issuance this year (from 6.9 trillion won between June and August 2019 to 6.2
trillion won between June 1 and August 25, 2020), as they met the required ratio (up to 100%), and the new regulation was relaxed temporarily (for any violations of the new loan-to-deposit ratio up to 5 percentage points, penalties
are waived, until the end of June 2021). However, CD issuance increased year-on-year in August due to refinancing
demand (2.5 trillion won in August 2019 to 3.0 trillion won between August 1 and 25, 2020).
39) The new regulation required RP sellers to hold certain proportions of their RP sales in cash assets (cash, time or
installment deposits, CDs, etc.) from July 2020. The ratios of cash assets required were raised to 1% in July and to
10% in August for overnight RPs, to 5% for 2- or 3-day RPs, and to 3% for 4- to 6-day RPs.
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The Korean Treasury bond yield (3-year) gen-

US Treasury bond (10-year) yield
(%)

CP rates (91-day, A1 rate), which soared in
March, declined in line with the easing of risk

Figure I-16. Corporate bond credit spreads1)

aversion. This caused the spread between CP

Corporate bonds (A-) - Corporate bonds (AA-) (left)
Corporate bonds (A-) - Treasury bonds (left)

and CD rates to narrow.

Corporate bonds (AA-) - Treasury bonds (right)
(bp)

16
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Figure I-15. Short-term interest rates
CD (91-day)

CP (91-day)

Monetary Stabilization Bonds (91-day)
(%)

(%)

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

80

0
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Note: 1) 3-year maturity basis; Treasury bond yields based on final
0.5

0.5

quoted yields, and corporate bond yields on average yields
estimated by four private credit rating agencies.
Source: KOFIA.

0.0

0.0
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Source: KOFIA.

Bank lending and deposit rates decline
Banks' interest rates on loans and deposits

Prime corporate bond credit spread
narrows

(new business) continued to fall during June
and July, reaching the lowest levels since the
beginning of statistics compilation (January

Since June, the corporate bond credit spread

1996). Lending rates declined in reflection

showed differing movements between prime

of market indicator movements. The fall was

and subprime bonds. The credit spread for

limited, however, as low-rate loans to busi-

prime bonds (AA-) narrowed from 76 basis

nesses affected by COVID-19 declined in

points on May 29 to 60 basis points on Sep-

volume. Deposit rates dropped more sharply

tember 2, with risk aversion reduced thanks

than lending rates, driven by the decrease

to the market stabilization measures taken

in market rates on top of a reduced need for

by the Bank of Korea and the government.

banks to attract deposits following the tem-

In contrast, the credit spread for subprime

porary easing of the requirement for banks

bonds (A-) remained high (164 basis points on

to manage their loan-to-deposit ratios (from

May 29 and 163 basis points on September 2),

April 2020 to June 2021).

driven by firms' relatively weak financials and
concerns about worsening profitability.

Figure I-17. Bank lending/deposit rates and spread
Lending rate (left)

but rose back in mid-August as the number
of daily new confirmed domestic COVID-19

Deposit rate (right)

Gap between lending and deposit rates (right)
(%)

July on expectations of vaccine development,

cases increased rapidly.

(%, %p)
2.4

3.6

2.0

3.2

1.6

17
Figure I-18. KOSPI and stock volatility index
KOSPI (left)

2.8

1.2

2.4

0.8

2.0

0.4
17.1

7
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7

19.1

7

20.1

V-KOSPI (right)

(Jan. 4, 1980 = 100)
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Source: Bank of Korea.

Stock prices continue to rise

1,400

5
17.1

Stock prices (KOSPI) rose in June in line with

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Source: Koscom.

the improvement in economic indicators in
major countries, despite the US-China trade
dispute. They then fell slightly after mid-June,
reflecting the resurgence of COVID-19 in

Foreign investors continue domestic
bond investment and reduce stock
investment at a slower pace

major economies and concerns about a delay
in their economic reopening. In July, stock

Foreigners' domestic securities investment

prices resumed their climb, led mainly by bet-

increased in volume, with their bond invest-

ter-than-expected sales by technology compa-

ment continuing to grow and their net selling

nies at home and abroad, and by expectations

of stocks slowing.

of additional stimulus packages in major economies, but the rally slowed moderately since

Bond investment continued to grow, mainly

mid-August with heightened concerns about

in Treasury bonds and MSBs,40) as the interest

the domestic COVID-19 resurgence. The stock

rate remained high relative to the sovereign

price volatility index (V-KOSPI) climbed in

rating and the strong arbitrage incentive con-

June with investor sentiment deteriorating

tinued.41) Foreigners' outstanding bond hold-

at home and abroad amid concerns about a

ings posted a record-high month-end volume

COVID-19 resurgence. It fell significantly in

of 151.0 trillion won on August 31.

40) As of end-July 2020, 79.3% of foreigners' outstanding bond holdings is taken up by Treasury bonds, 18.4% by
MSBs and 2.3% by other bonds.
41) T he difference between the interest rate differential and the swap rate (3-month, average during the period) remained at high levels at 33 basis points in 2019, 57 basis points in May, 50 basis points in June, 49 basis points in
July, and 40 basis points in August 2020.
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4.0

Figure I-20. Foreigners’ net stock purchases1)
and share in total holdings2)

Figure I-19. Changes in and balances of
foreigners’ bond holdings
Changes (left)

Balances (right)

(trillion won)

Net stock purchases (left)

8

Share in total holdings (right)

(trillion won)

(trillion won)
160

(%)

10

37

18

36
4

140

5

35
34

0
0

33

120

32
-5

-4

100

31
30

-10

29
28

-8
17.1

80
7

18.1

7
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7
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7

Source: Financial Supervisory Service.

-15
17.1

27
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Notes: 1) Sum of net purchases in KOSPI and KOSDAQ markets.
2) Based on total stock market capitalizations.
Source: Koscom.

Concerning stock investment, selling by for-

Corporate lending grows faster

eign investors slowed significantly entering
June, after which it recorded net purchases

Banks' lending to enterprises increased sharp-

in July mainly in the electrical & electronics

ly in the second quarter, as the COVID-19-re-

sector, driven by aggressive policy responses,

lated corporate demand for working capital

improvement in economic indicators in major

and financial support from the government

economies, and expectations of a recovery

and banks continued. Lending to small and

in the semiconductor industry. In August,

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) rose greatly,

however, it shifted to net selling, as investor

driven by financial support such as ultra-low-

sentiment deteriorated owing to uncertainties

rate lending for small businesses. Lending to

regarding an agreement on additional fiscal

large enterprises also continued to grow, but

stimulus in the United States and rising con-

at a slower rate than in the quarter before, due

cerns about the COVID-19 resurgence in Ko-

to improved conditions for financing through

rea.

corporate bonds. Non-bank lending to corporations also maintained a high rate of growth.
Direct funding by corporations improved
mainly in the corporate bond market, on the
back of market stabilization measures by the
government and the Bank of Korea. Corporate
bonds recorded a much larger net issuance
than in the previous quarter, as conditions for
issuance improved mainly in prime bonds due
to the operation of the Bond Market Stabiliza-

tion Fund (April 1) in response to COVID-19.

Household lending grows faster

Market conditions for subprime bonds also
improved, with the volume of issuance in-

Growth in household lending slowed in April

creasing, but to a relatively lesser extent

and May, and accelerated again in June.

42)

due

to concerns about weak financial state of the
subprime companies.

Household lending by banks increased at a
the quarter before. Growth in home mortgage

Table I-7. Corporate funding1)
(trillion won, %)

2019

2018
Total

Loans

lated funds weakened moderately and the

2020

Year Year Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Jul.2)

conversion to low-interest rate loans,43) which

91.2 98.6 27.7 21.9 27.2 49.0 66.4 ‥

acted as a push factor in the first quarter, de-

(Rate of
change)3)

(8.7) (8.7) (8.6) (7.9) (8.7) (10.8)(23.7) ‥

Banks

46.7 47.7 14.6 9.2 11.2 34.3 44.5 8.4

(Large
firms)
(SMEs)

loans slowed, as the demand for housing-re-

creased. Other loans continued to increase
at a similar pace to the quarter before, driven
by fund demand for seasonal consumption.

6.9 -1.8 0.5 -3.4 0.9 15.6 10.7 1.9

Banks' monthly household lending grew from

39.8 49.4 14.1 12.7 10.3 18.8 33.9 6.4

4.9 trillion won in April and 5.0 trillion won

44.5 51.0 13.1 12.6 16.0 14.7 21.9 ‥

in May to 8.2 trillion won in June and 7.6 tril-

Corporate bond
5.2 15.8 3.1 4.1 2.3 2.9 7.8 1.5
net issuance5)
Direct
CP
financ0.8 -1.3 0.2 0.0 -2.8 4.7 -2.0 0.1
net issuance6)
ing
Stock
10.1 6.3 2.0 1.2 2.1 0.7 1.7 2.1
issuance7)

lion won in July. This is attributable to a large

Notes: 1) Based on changes in balances during the periods.

posits increased.

Non-banks

4)

increase in other loans, unsecured loans44) in
particular, as household demand for livelihood-related funds continued, and funds for
house purchases and leasehold (jeonse) de-

2) Based on Bank of Korea advance estimate.
3) Year-on-year growth rate of loan balances.
4) Based on loans by mutual savings banks, credit unions,
mutual credit cooperatives, community credit coopera-

Household lending by non-banks reversed

tives, and insurance companies (including public and other

to an increase in the second quarter from a

lending).

decrease in the quarter before, owing to the

5) Based on corporate bonds issued through public offering
by non-financial corporations (excluding ABSs but including

decline in the conversion to low-interest rate

P-CBOs).

loans.

6) Based on CP handled by securities firms, merchant banking
corporations and trust accounts of banks.
7) Initial public offerings and paid-in capital increases.
Sources: B
 ank of Korea, Financial Supervisory Service, Korea Securities Depository, Korea Credit Information Services.

42) Net issuances of corporate bonds (public offering, general enterprises only, P-CBOs excluded) are as follows:
(trillion won)

Type
Prime
(AA and above)
Subprime
(A and below)

2018
Year Year

2019
Q2
Q3

Q4

Q1

2020
Q2
Jul.

5.7

9.8

0.8

2.1

2.1

3.0

6.4

0.2

0.7

6.1

2.4

2.2

-0.0

-0.1

-0.2

0.8

Source: Korea Securities Depository.

43) As a result of the conversion to low-interest-rate loans, some of non-bank home mortgage loans were refinanced
by bank loans (including home mortgage loans from Korea Housing Finance Corporation) between October 2019
and March 2020.
44) The growth of unsecured loans accelerated from 0.4 trillion won in April to 1.2 trillion won in May, to 3.3 trillion won
in June, and to 3.4 trillion won in July (Source: Financial Supervisory Service).
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slower rate in the second quarter compared to

19

the extension of the currency swap arrange-

Table I-8. Household lending by depository
institutions1)

ment with the US Federal Reserve, and ex-

(trillion won, %)

2018

20

Total
(Rate of change)3)
Commercial &
specialized
bank loans4)

2019

2020

pectations of COVID-19 vaccine development.
The Korean won/Japanese yen (100 yen) ex-

Year Year Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Jul.2)

change rate showed movements similar to the

67.3 56.3 15.4 16.1 21.8 20.3 18.3 ‥

won/dollar exchange rate, mainly affected by

(6.2) (4.9) (5.2) (5.1) (4.9) (6.4) (6.5) ‥

changes in preferences for safe assets in line

60.4 60.7 14.9 18.0 21.3 22.6 18.0 7.6

with the developments regarding COVID-19
and the US-China trade dispute.

(Mortgage loans)4)5) 38.1 45.8 10.6 12.4 14.9 18.4 13.9 4.0
(Other loans,
including through 22.4 14.9 4.3 5.6 6.3 4.2 4.1 3.7
overdraft accounts)
Non-bank depository
institution loans4)
(Mutual credit
cooperatives)
(Credit unions)
(Community credit
cooperatives)
(Mutual savings
banks)
(Others)6)

6.8 -4.5 0.5 -1.9 0.5 -2.3 0.2
7.5 0.6 1.2 -0.8 0.4 -0.9 1.1

Figure I-21. Exchange rates
KRW per USD

‥
‥

-1.4 -0.8 0.1 -0.3 -0.2 -0.7 -0.4 ‥

KRW per 100JPY1)

(won)

(won)

1,300

1,300

1,200

1,200

1,100

1,100

1,000

1,000

900

900

-1.9 -6.8 -1.6 -1.5 -0.5 -1.5 -1.3 ‥
2.5 2.6 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9

‥

0.2 -0.1 -0.0 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 ‥

Notes: 1) Based on changes in balances during the periods.
2) Based on Bank of Korea advance estimate.
3) Year-on-year growth rate of loan balances.
4) Including mortgage transfers.
5) Including housing-related loans, such as loans for leasehold
deposits, moving expenses and intermediate payments,
that are not collateralized by houses.
6) Trust accounts of banks and postal savings.

800

800
17.1

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Note: 1) Final transaction standard rate offered to customers posted
by Hana Bank during the day.
Sources: Bank of Korea, Hana Bank.

Sources: Bank of Korea, Korea Housing Finance Corporation.

Korean won/dollar exchange rate
continues to decline

The volatility in the Korean won/US dollar exchange rate continued to shrink, falling below
the average of last year (0.30%) in July (0.24%,

The Korean won/US dollar exchange rate fell
below 1,200 won per dollar for the first time
since the COVID-19 outbreak, as risk aversion
eased following economic reopening in major
countries in early June. Although it rebounded
slightly due to concerns about the resurgence
of COV ID-19 in major countries and the
US-China trade tensions, it fell back to the
1,180 won per dollar range in August as a result of the global weakening of the US dollar,

monthly average) for the first time this year.

Figure I-22. KRW per USD exchange rate volatility1)
(%)

(%)
4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0
17.1

0
7

18.1

7

19.1

7
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7

Note: 1) Daily change rate of the exchange rate.
Source: Bank of Korea.

The swap rate (3-month maturity) dropped
temporarily in mid-June due to concerns
about the coronavirus resurgence in major
economies and a need to comply with the
regulatory standard at the half-year-end. It
then rose stably, driven by favorable US dollar
liquidity conditions and the extension of the
currency swap arrangement with the US Federal Reserve.

Figure I-23. Domestic/international interest rate
spread1) and swap rate
Domestic/international interest rate spread (3-month)
Swap rate (3-month)
(%, %p)

(%, %p)

2

2

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

-2

-2

-3

-3

-4
17.1

-4
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

Note: 1) Y ield on Korean Monetary Stabilization Bonds (MSBs)
(3-month) - US LIBOR (3-month).
Source: Bank of Korea.
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Box I-1.

Growth rate1) of major monetary indicators
M2 (left)

Lf (left)

M1 (right)

(%)

22

Developments and Characteristics of
the Recent Money Growth

(%)

12.0

25.0

10.0

20.0

8.0
15.0

In the course of the response to COVID-19 this
year, the money1) supply has grown rapidly. The

6.0
10.0
4.0

growth of M2 (broad money), the most typically used measure of market liquidity, rose from
7.9% in December 2019 to 9.9% in June 2020
(period average basis, year-on-year). This rate of
growth is the highest since the global financial

5.0

2.0
0.0

0.0
10

12

14

16

18

20

Note: 1) Year-on-year.
Source: Bank of Korea.

crisis (10.5% in October 2009), even exceeding
that in September 2015 when the money supply
increased sharply by 9.4% due to household

(Sharp growth in corporate credit)

credit growth. M1 (narrow money) growth skyrocketed from 9.6% in December 2019 to 21.3%

The recent rapid growth in the money supply is

in June this year, while the growth of Lf (liquidity

mainly attributable to the sharp increase in the

aggregates of financial institutions) continued

supply of liquidity to the corporate sector. Cor-

to grow at the mid-8% level. In this section, we

porate credit provided by depository institutions

examine the recent developments of the money

(both banks and non-banks) increased by 125.2

supply through movements of monetary indica-

trillion won, recording the largest first-half-year

tors.

growth since the beginning of statistics compilation (December 2001). A detailed look shows that
corporate lending by depository institutions rose
by 119.5 trillion won, and credit supply through
direct financing including corporate bonds by 5.7
trillion won. Liquidity supply to households also
increased compared to the year before, albeit to
a smaller extent than that to the corporate sector.
Household credit rose by 22.8 trillion won in the

1) M1 (narrow money), which is a measure focusing on the function of money as a means of payment and settlement, is
defined as currency and highly liquid deposits at depository institutions including demand deposits and transferable
deposit accounts. M2 (broad money) is a broader measure of money that includes M1 plus fixed and installment
savings and time deposits, marketable instruments such as certificates of deposit and repurchase agreements,
yield-based dividend instruments such as money in trust and beneficiary certificates, and financial debentures, all
of which are with maturity of less than two years. Lf (liquidity aggregates of financial institutions) comprises M2 plus
fixed and installment savings and time deposits, financial debentures and money in trust with maturity of more than
two years, in addition to relatively less liquid instruments such as insurance reserves at life insurance companies and
deposits with the Korea Securities Finance Corporation.

The massive supply of money to the corporate

the increase during the same period of last year

sector appears to have been used mostly for

(15.8 trillion won). An examination of the contri-

business activities aimed at overcoming the

butions to the total credit growth (9.2% in June

COVID-19 shock. In terms of loan purpose,

2020, year-on-year) shows that the contribution

there was a sharp increase in working capital

of corporate credit was 5.7 percentage points,

loans, which grew by 13.7 trillion won in 2019

while that of household credit stood merely at 1.5

(quarterly average) and recorded larger growth

percentage points.

of 44.9 trillion won in the first half of 2020. Loans

2)

for equipment related to facility investment also
Changes in corporate credit in H1 (Jan. to Jun.)
(trillion won)

increased significantly compared to before. In
terms of sector, loans to hard-hit sectors such
as manufacturing and wholesale/retail increased

(trillion won)

140

140

sharply, while loans taken by the real estate sec-

120

120

tor surpassed the normal-year level only slightly.

100

100

80

80

60

60

40

40

20

20

0

0

Changes1) in corporate lending
Working capital

Manufacturing

Loans for equipment

Food & accommodation
Wholesale & retail
Real estate
Other services

10

11
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

<By purpose>

20

Source: Bank of Korea.

50

Contributions to total credit growth1)

40

External sector

Others

Households

Corporate sector

<By sector>

(trillion won)

2)

(trillion won)
16

12

30

(%p)

8
(%p)

12.0

12.0

10.0

10.0

8.0

8.0

6.0

6.0

4.0

4.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

20
4

10

0

-2.0
17.1

0
17

18

19

20.H1

17

18

19

20.H1

Note: 1) Quarterly average during the period
Source: Bank of Korea

(Short-term management of funds)

-2.0
7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

Notes: 1) Year-on-year.
2) C
 entral and local governments, social security organizations, other financial institutions, etc.
Source: Bank of Korea.

Economic agents managed most of their money
through short-term financial products. A breakdown of M2 growth in the first half of this year

2) Based on domestic and foreign credit from the Depository Corporations Survey.
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first half of 2020, which is 1.4 times larger than

(both including M1 and excluding M1) shows
that M1 consisting of money market deposits

Proportion of M1 in M2

(+72.6 trillion won) and demand deposits (+49.1
trillion won) increased by 133.0 trillion won, accounting for 80.7% of the total M2 growth (164.9
24

trillion won). In contrast, medium- and long-term
financial products not included in M1, such as

(%)

(%)

35.0

35.0

32.0

32.0

29.0

29.0

26.0

26.0

23.0

23.0

time deposits and beneficiary certificates, grew
to a relatively smaller extent in the same period,
by 31.9 trillion won. This is primarily because
medium- and long-term financial products became less attractive due to low interest rates,3)
and corporate financing was mostly managed
in short-term products. This led the share of M1

20.0

20.0
10

12

14

16

18

20 6

Source: Bank of Korea.

in M2 to rise sharply from 31.8% in December

(Assessment)

2019 to 34.4% in June 2020.

As a result of the large increase in corporate

Changes in components of M2
Changes in M1

credit supply by financial institutions in line with

Changes in M2 excluding M11)

(trillion won)

the Bank of Korea’s accommodative monetary
policy and the government’s financial support

(trillion won)

200

200

150

150

for companies after the COVID-19 outbreak, the
money supply has grown rapidly. This increase
in liquidity mainly in the corporate sector is re-

100

100

50

50

0

0

garded as contributing to easing the real economic shock from COVID-19 by improving cor-

-50

-50
16.H1

H2

17.H1

H2

18.H1

H2

19.H1

H2

20.H1

Note: 1) Financial instruments comprising M2 excluding M1.
Source: Bank of Korea.

porations’ financing conditions4) and supporting
their business activities.
However, given that market liquidity has become
more short term as a result of the lowest-ever
level of market interest rates and greater uncertainties due to COVID-19, it should be noted
that these short-term funds could become concentrated into the asset market in the search for
yield.

3) Interest rate for time deposits (1-year) at commercial banks (%, annualized, new deposits basis): 1.62 in January
2020 → 1.37 in March → 1.19 in May → 1.02 in June → 0.94 in July.
4) Business Survey Index (surveyed by the Bank of Korea): 83 in January 2020 → 78 in February → 68 in March → 66 in
April → 66 in May → 70 in June → 76 in July → 78 in August.

(Interest rates and stock prices)

Box I-2.

The Bank of Korea lowered its Base Rate by 75
basis points on two occasions since the outbreak

Review of Changes in Recent Financial
Conditions

of COVID-19. Accordingly, the real Base Rates,
calculated by subtracting core inflation (excluding
tions (of the general public for the next one year)

The Bank of Korea cut the Base Rate and

from the Base Rate (nominal), decreased to 0.4%

provided greater liquidity in response to the

and -1.1%,1) respectively, as of the second quar-

economic downturn and worsening financial

ter of 2020. Meanwhile, long-term market rates

conditions following the COVID-19 shock. Since

plunged due to the Base Rate cuts and foreign

then, long-term market rates have fallen, finan-

bond investment inflows. 2) Therefore, the real

cial institutions' credit supply has increased and

long-term interest rates calculated by subtracting

market liquidity has grown at a faster pace. In

inflation expectations3) (for the next three years)

this section, we use major financial indicators—

from long-term market rates (based on the 3-year

interest rates, stock prices, and liquidity— to

Treasury bond yield) declined to -1.0% as of the

look into changes in financial conditions in line

second quarter this year.

with monetary easing.
Real Base Rate
Base Rate and long-term market rates
Nominal Base Rate (right)
Base Rate

Real Base Rate (inflation expectations of the general public1)

Treasury bond yield (3-year)

applied, left)

Treasury bond yield (10-year)
(%)

Real Base Rate (core inflation2) applied, left)

(%)
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6
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3
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1
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0
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Source: Bank of Korea.
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(%)

(%)
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7
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3

-1

2

-2

1
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07

0
08 09
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12

13 14

15

16

17
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20

Notes: 1) Inflation expectations for the next one year.
2) Food and energy prices excluded, year-on-year.
Source: Bank of Korea.

1) The real Base Rates are relatively high compared to those during the global financial crisis. After the Base Rate was
cut by 325bp during the GFC, the real policy rates fell to -1.8% and -2.3%, respectively, as of the first quarter 2009.
2) Since the outbreak of COVID-19, foreigners' bond investment has recorded net inflows of 21.8 trillion won (from
February through July 2020). During the global financial crisis, however, foreigners’ bond investment posted net
outflows of 12.9 trillion won (from September 2008 through February 2009), acting as a factor restraining declines in
long-term interest rates.
3) Inflation expectations released by Consensus Economics, Inc. were used.
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food and energy prices) and inflation expecta-

25

Stock prices after global financial crisis and
COVID-191)

Real long-term interest rate1)
(%)

(%)

Global financial crisis

4

4

COVID-19

(Aug. 29, 2008 = 100, Jan. 31, 2020 = 100)
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0
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Note: 1) Calculated by subtracting consensus inflation expectations

40
t+0

60

120

180

(for the next 3 years) from the Treasury bond yield (3-year).
Source: Bank of Korea.

40
240
(business days)

Note: 1) Standardized as t=100 (based on end-August 2008 for the
global financial crisis and end-January 2020 for COVID-19).
Source: KRX.

Stock prices recovered quickly thanks to retail
investors' large-scale investment in the stock

(Liquidity and credit)

market. Stock prices took eleven months to
4)

recover to the pre-crisis levels during the global

Recently, market liquidity has continued to rise

financial crisis, but the rebound took only four

rapidly with the increasing growth rate of cur-

months during the COVID-19 pandemic.

rency indicators led by M1. As market liquidity
increased at a faster pace amid sluggish real
economic activity, the liquidity relative to the real
economy is seen relatively abundant.5) The rise
in market liquidity is assessed to be affected by
a combination of factors such as policy actions
taken by the government and the Bank of Korea
in response to COVID-19 as well as the expanded demand for funds by corporations and
households.
According to our analysis of private credit, recent credit conditions are estimated to fall in
an expansionary phase.6) This is because the

4) During the first half of this year, retail investors' net purchases reached 39.7 trillion won, greatly exceeding the highest half-year figure recorded in the past (9.6 trillion won during the first half of 2018).
5) The plus real money gap widened even after the spread of COVID-19, implying that market liquidity remains considerably higher than the optimal amount needed at the long-term equilibrium level of the real economy.
6) This is estimated by applying the Band-Pass (BP) filter to the private credit rate (the rate of household and corporate
credit relative to nominal GDP in the flow of funds table); see BIS (2014), based on Christiano-Fitzgerald (2003). It is
worth noting that the phase of the credit cycle could differ depending on the estimation method used.

amount by which private credit exceeds its trend
level has increased to a larger extent with the
rapid rise in corporate lending amid the continu-

Changes in growth rates of corporate and household lending1) before and after global financial
crisis and COVID-192)

ous growth in household debt.7)

Global financial crisis

COVID-19

(%p)

(%p)
<Corporate lending>

10

Estimation of private credit cycle

1)

(%p)
10

5

5

5

5

0

0

-5

-5

-10
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t

(%p)
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<Household lending>

3
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-10
00

-10
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Note: 1) Based on BP filter (shaded areas mean expansionary phases
of the credit cycle).
Source: Bank of Korea.

-10
t+6 (months)

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

-2

-2

-3
t-6

t

-3
t+6 (months)

Notes: 1) Based on deposit banks, year-on-year.
2) S
 tandardized as t=0 (based on August 2008 for the global
financial crisis and January 2020 for COVID-19).
Source: Bank of Korea.

Regarding credit risk indicators, however, corporate bond credit spreads rapidly widened
immediately following the outbreak of COVID-19
and have not fallen much since then.8) Financial
institutions' risk aversion to corporate credit
risks have grown led by SMEs, unlike during the
global financial crisis.

7) During the GFC, the credit cycle turned to a contractionary phase as the growth rate of household and corporate
lending slowed. Recently, however, the credit cycle is estimated to be at an expansionary phase with household and
corporate lending steadily increasing.
8) However, the degree of rise in the corporate bond credit spread since the COVID-19 outbreak has been limited compared to that during the global financial crisis.
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(%p)
10

10

Corporate bond risk premium (relative to 3-year
Treasury bond)1)
Global financial crisis (left)
(%p)
6

(%p)
3

<AA->
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According to our analysis, the Financial Con-

COVID-19 (right)

(%p)

ditions Index (FCI)9) calculated based on major

(%p)
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1.5 3
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4

(Financial Conditions Index)

financial market price indicators temporarily saw
a considerable tightening due to the outbreak of
COVID-19 but recovered to the neutral level in
June and turned accommodative following July.
When the trend of Financial Conditions Index is
compared with that of the global financial crisis,

0
t+0

40

80

0
120 (days)

2

0.5

0
t+0

40

80

0
120 (days)

the extent of its tightening since the outbreak of
COVID-19 was relatively limited and it recovered
more quickly to neutral and accommodative levels.

Note: 1) T is end-August 2008 for the global financial crisis and
end-January 2020 for COVID-19.
Source: Korea Financial Investment Association.

Financial Conditions Index

Changes1) in credit risks2) for large corporations
and SMEs
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Source: Bank of Korea.
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t (quarters) t+2

Notes: 1)Standardized as t=0 (based on Q3 2008 for the global
financial crisis and Q1 2020 for COVID-19). The figure for Q3
2020 is based on estimation.
2) B
 ased on a survey of banks' lending attitudes (an increase
in the index means a rise in the credit risks of lending).
Source: Bank of Korea.

2

Given the movements of major financial indicators including interest rates, stock prices and
liquidity, recent financial conditions overall are
seen as accommodative and supportive of real
economic recovery. The improvement in financial conditions suggests a seamless transmission of the monetary easing conducted so far
such as policy rate cuts and liquidity expansion

9) The Financial Conditions Index is constructed by standardizing the weighted sum of six major financial variables,
such as interest rates, exchange rates and stock prices, that are important in assessing financial conditions. If the
index is above (below) 0, it means that financial conditions are accommodative (tight).

as policy rate cuts and liquidity expansion to
the financial market, and is judged to have contributed to preventing excessive contraction of
the real economy. However, we need to pay attention to the persistence of credit risk aversion
regarding subprime corporations and SMEs, as
in financial imbalances such as rises in housing
prices10) and household debt under the accommodative financial conditions.

10) The details of the recent housing price trends are described on page 13 of the text.
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well as to the growing concerns about a buildup
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Ⅱ
Conduct of Monetary
Policy

1. Base Rate

33

2. Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility

36

3. Market Stabilization Measures

38

4. Other Monetary Policy Measures

44

1. Base Rate

effects of the multi-faceted monetary and
fiscal measures taken so far on real economic activities and the financial markets, amid

Base Rate operated at 0.50%

high uncertainties surrounding the growth
path depending upon the development of
COVID-19. The domestic economy remained

dative policy stance to support the recovery of

sluggish, as exports continued to decline, the

growth and to help inflation stabilize at the

adjustment in construction investment contin-

2.0% target over a medium-term horizon. In

ued, and the recovery in facilities investment

this process it closely examined risk factors

was delayed, although consumption had re-

such as the developments of the COVID-19

bounded with government’s stimulus package

pandemic, its financial and economic impacts

and the relaxation of some pandemic-related

at home and abroad, and changes in financial

restrictions on economic activity. Looking

stability conditions. Under this policy stance,

ahead, the Board saw the domestic economy

the Bank maintained the Base Rate at 0.50%

as likely to improve gradually in the second

per annum.

half of the year, but the trend of improvement
as likely to be affected largely by the development of the pandemic. Specifically, it was

Figure II-1. Bank of Korea Base Rate1)

expected that the trend of recovery would

(%)
6.0

be weaker than expected as improvement in

(%)
6.0
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08
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global economy, was delayed. Consumer price
inflation had fluctuated at around 0%, held

(Nov.08)

4.0

exports, which are closely associated with the

12

14

16

18

2.0
1.0
0.0

down by a (year-on-year) decline in the prices
of petroleum products and public services.
It was forecast that consumer price inflation
would run at the lower-0% level for some
time, reflecting prolonged effects from the low
global oil prices and weak inflationary pres-

20

sures. On the financial stability side, housing

Note: 1) Figures in parentheses refer to the months of Base Rate

price growth had accelerated and the increase

adjustments.
Source: Bank of Korea.

in household loans had expanded.
At the August meeting, the Board left the

A detailed look at the Base Rate decisions

Base Rate unchanged at 0.50%, based on a

during this period, and the backgrounds be-

judgment that it was necessary to keep an eye

hind them, are as follows:

on the future development of COVID-19 and
the effects of the expansionary monetary and

At the July meeting, the Board decided to

fiscal policies that had been actively under-

leave the Base Rate unchanged at 0.50% con-

taken to deal with it, although the domestic

sidering that it was necessary to monitor the

resurgence of COVID-19 would likely delay

33
II. Conduct of Monetary Policy 1. Base Rate

The Bank of Korea maintained its accommo-

economic recovery. Looking at the domestic

need to thoroughly examine the effects of

economy, although the decline in exports had

the government’s recent policy measures to

moderated a bit, the improvement in private

stabilize the real estate market, and the con-

consumption had weakened, the recovery in

sequent changes in financial stability condi-

facilities investment was subdued, and the

tions.

adjustment in construction investment continued. Going forward, it was forecast that the
improvement in private consumption would
34

Open market operations to maintain
call rate at Base Rate level

be limited due to the domestic resurgence
of COVID-19. Accordingly, GDP growth for

In order to influence the overnight call rate so

this year was expected45) to fall to slightly

that it does not deviate greatly from the Base

below -1%, considerably lower than the May

Rate, the Bank of Korea adjusts market li-

forecast of -0.2%. Consumer price inflation

quidity by utilizing its open market operation

had risen to 0.3% in July, due to a larger in-

instruments, including issuance of Monetary

crease in the prices of agricultural, livestock,

Stabilization Bonds (MSBs), RP transactions,

and fishery products, and to a reduced de-

and deposits into the Monetary Stabilization

cline in petroleum product prices. The Board

Account (MSA).

expected consumer price inflation for this
year to be slightly above the May forecast of

In the second quarter, the total amount of

0.3%. However, the pace of increase in con-

liquidity adjustment needed (average balance

sumer price inflation was expected to slow,

basis) decreased slightly from the previous

as structural factors, such as increased non-

quarter due to the continued expansion of

face-to-face online transactions, would put

currency issuance.46) However, in July, it grew

downward pressures on inflation, amid mod-

month-on-month owing to an increase in

erate economic recovery. Meanwhile, housing

government borrowing47) from the Bank of

prices had continued to increase in all parts

Korea for further fiscal spending. The Bank

of the country, and the rate of household loan

responded by expanding the issuance of

growth had risen. The Board thus saw the

MSBs48) and flexibly adjusted49) the amount of

45) The revised outlook for the growth rate in August is based on the assumption that the resurgence of COVID-19 will
last for a similar length of time as the initial spread of the virus between February and March.
46) As the effects of the expanded currency issuance during the Lunar New Year holiday in January (5.6 trillion won
over the ten business days immediately preceeding the Lunar New Year holiday) continued, the value of outstanding currency (average balance basis) in the second quarter increased by 4.2 trillion won compared to the previous
quarter. A decrease in financial institutions' reserve requirements with the Bank of Korea due to expanded currency
issuance lowers the amount of liquidity that needs to be withdrawn.
47) Affected by the implementation of the third supplementary budget (approved by the National Assembly on July
3) owing to COVID-19, outstanding government borrowing (average balance basis) increased from the previous
month.
48) The issuance of Monetary Stabilization Bonds (average balance basis) in the second quarter rose by 2.4 trillion won
from the previous quarter, and increased by 2.9 trillion in July.
49) In order to respond to the possibility of expanded interest rate volatility stemming from the temporary mismatch of
fund supply and demand, the Bank purchased one-day RPs (2.5 trillion won in June, 0.9 trillion won in August) on
the closing days of bank reserve settlement in June (Jun. 10) and August (Aug. 5), and took MSA deposits (4.0 trillion won) on the closing day of bank reserve settlement in July (Jul. 8).

RP transactions50) and the amount of deposits
into the MSA, given supply and demand con-

Figure II-3. Bank of Korea Base Rate and overnight call rate

ditions in the short-term money market.

Overnight call rate - BOK Base Rate (right)
Overnight call rate (left)

Meanwhile, the Bank managed market liquidity at a sufficient level while ending some of

BOK Base Rate (left)
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market stabilization measures51) through open
market operations since the financial unrest
from the spread of COVID-19 was easing
gradually. As a result, the call rate remained

Figure II-2. Liquidity adjustment1) by means of
open market operations
Issuance of MSBs2)
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Source: Bank of Korea.

Deposits into MSA3)
(trillion won)

(trillion won)
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Notes: 1) Quarterly average balance basis.
2) Monetary Stabilization Bonds.
3) Monetary Stabilization Account.
Source: Bank of Korea.

50) Due to the full-allotment RP purchase facility through which an unlimited amount of liquidity is provided, the RP net
sales (average balance basis) in the second quarter decreased by 9.4 trillion won from the previous quarter.
51) The details are described in II.3. Market Stabilization Measures.

II. Conduct of Monetary Policy 1. Base Rate

generally stable at around the Base Rate.

35

2. Bank Intermediated
Lending Support Facility

sole proprietors took up 46.1% as the lending
to the self-employed were given preferred
lending rates52) under this scheme. This financial support by the Bank of Korea is estimated

Support through Bank Intermediated
Lending Support Facility for companies
affected by COVID-19

to have contributed to improving companies'
funding conditions by heightening the financial accessibility of the self-employed and
SMEs severely affected by COVID-19 and by

36

To ensure that banks actively lend to small

reducing their interest payment burden.

and medium-sized enterprises, the Bank of
Korea operates the Bank Intermediated Sup-

The ceilings of each program under the Bank

port Facility, through which it supports banks

Intermediated Lending Support Facility are

by supplying them with funds at interest rates

as follows: 2.5 trillion won for the Support

lower than the Base Rate. When necessary,

Program for Trade Financing, 11 trillion won

the Monetary Policy Board adjusts the Bank

for the Support Program for New Growth

Intermediated Lending Support Facility’s total

Engine Development and Job Creation, 5.5

ceiling, and its individual program ceilings

trillion won for the Program for Stabilization

and reserves, in consideration of financial and

of SME Lending, 5.9 trillion won for the Sup-

economic trends and SME funding conditions.

port Program for Regional Enterprises, and
10.0 trillion won for the Support Program for

The Bank of Korea increased the total ceiling

Companies Affected by COVID-19. 53) The

of the Bank Intermediated Lending Support

total ceiling stands at 35 trillion won, which

Facility on two occasions this year, in March

includes reserves of 0.1 trillion won. The inter-

and May, raising the ceiling by a total of 10

est rates on support programs under the Bank

trillion won, from 25 trillion won to 35 tril-

Intermediated Lending Support Facility are

lion won. In March, the Bank strengthened

0.25% per annum.

its financial support for companies affected
by COVID-19, by cutting the annual interest
rates of individual programs under the Bank
Intermediated Lending Support Facility to
0.25% from 0.50-0.75%. Banks' lending to
firms affected by COVID-19 reached 14.3
trillion won from March through June and a
total of 55,946 firms used this lending facility.
Regarding the support for these companies,

52) 75-100% for the self-employed and those firms with low credit ratings, and 50% for those firms with middle and
high credit ratings.
53) Specifically, relevant companies include all SMEs (including sole proprietors) in the service sector, but for the manufacturing sector, they include the SMEs selected by BOK regional branch heads in consideration of the overall
damage done to manufacturing SMEs in their respective regions. Regarding the sectors aside from service and
manufacturing, relevant companies include SMEs chosen by BOK regional branch heads in view of the damage
caused by COVID-19 in their respective regions.

Table II-1. Programs under the Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility
(trillion won, %)

Ceiling

Interest rate

Support Program for Trade
Financing

Program

2.5

0.25

Support Program for New
Growth Engine Development
and Job Creation1)

11.0

0.25

5.5

0.25

5.9

0.25

10.0

0.25

35.03)

-

Program for Stabilization of
SME Lending2)
Support Program for
Regional Enterprises
Support for SMEs Affected
by COVID-19
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Notes: 1) T he Support Program for High-tech and Other Start-up
SMEs was expanded and reorganized as the Support
Program for New Growth Engine Development and Job
Creation (September 2017).
2) Includes the support that had been formerly provided under
the Support Program for Facilities Investment.
3) Includes reserves of 0.1 trillion won.
Source: Bank of Korea.

Figure II-4. Ceiling and interest rates of Bank
Intermediated Lending Support Facility
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Total

3. Market Stabilization
Measures
The Bank of Korea has promoted stability and

low auction demand relative to the volume of
maturing RPs.

Table II-2. Liquidity supply through full-allotment
RP purchase1) facility

smooth credit flows in the financial and FX

(trillion won)

markets by actively using various policy in-

April

May

June

July

Total supply2)

struments.

12.33

0.26

2.82

4.02

19.43

Notes: 1) Conducted every Tuesday since its first purchase on April 2.
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2) Total amount supplied as of July 28.

Liquidity supply

Source: Bank of Korea.

The Bank of Korea’s regular RP purchase facility, through which an unlimited amount of

When selecting56) institutions eligible for open

liquidity was supplied54) to ensure financial

market operations for the next one year (from

market stability and support the implemen-

August 1, 2020 to July 31, 2021), the Bank

tation of the government's Financial Support

broadened the range of financial institutions

Package, was extended by one month to the

eligible for RP transactions in consideration

end of July following its temporary operation

of the need for swift and broad provision of

from April to June. This extension was made

liquidity in response to COVID-19. Accord-

in order to alleviate the market shock that

ingly, the number of qualified institutions was

could arise from full redemption of RPs at ma-

increased to a total of 27 from the existing 22

turity in July. Through this measure, the Bank

of the previous year (selected as of July 2019)

additionally supplied a total of 4.02 trillion

by adding 1 domestic bank and 4 non-bank fi-

won worth of liquidity on four occasions in

nancial institutions.57) Meanwhile, 20 financial

July. Accordingly, the total amount of liquid-

institutions eligible for competitive auctions

ity provided to financial institutions through

and offerings of Monetary Stabilization Bonds

the unlimited RP purchase program stood at

as well as for outright securities transactions,

19.43 trillion won.

This full-allotment RP

and 9 of those eligible for securities lending

purchase facility was not extended further fol-

were chosen by the Bank as in the previous

lowing August, considering improvements in

year.

55)

securities companies' funding conditions and

54) The Bank of Korea adopted a weekly regular RP purchase facility through which it bought bonds (91-day) in repo
auctions at a fixed interest rate in full without any auction limit.
55) The offering rate was applied flexibly for each auction, in view of securities companies’ short-term financing rates
and secondary market yields of bonds with the same maturities. The Base Rate+3bp was applied in April and May,
and the Base Rate+5bp and the Base Rate+8bp were applied in June and July, respectively.
56) Every July the Bank of Korea selects financial institutions that can participate in open market operations over the
one-year period from August of the current year to July of the following year. The eligible financial institutions are
divided and selected into three categories of those eligible for MSB competitive auctions and offerings and outright
securities transactions, those eligible for RP transactions and the Monetary Stabilization Account, and those eligible for securities lending.
57) Meanwhile, the expansion of the list of financial institutions eligible for RP transactions (11 securities companies
were added) ended after its temporary operation from April to July.

Table II-3. Financial institutions eligible for RP
transactions

Period

Banks1)

(4 foreign bank
branches)
Mizuho, BNP Paribas,
ING, JPMorgan Chase

(8 securities firms)
Mirae Asset Daewoo,
Samsung Securities,
Shinyoung Securities,
NH Investment &
Securities,
Shinhan Investment,2)
Eugene Investment &
Securities,2)
Hana Financial Investment,2)
Korea Investment &
Securities2)
(1 securities finance
firm)
Korea Securities
Finance Corp.

Notes : 1) B
 anks eligible for RP transactions are automatically qualified for Monetary Stabilization Account transactions.
2) N
 ewly selected institutions (compared to those selected in
July 2019).
Source: Bank of Korea.

To improve supply and demand conditions for
Treasury bonds and secure securities eligible
for RP transactions while curbing the heightening volatility of market interest rates in line
with the spread of COVID-19, the Bank of Korea conducted outright purchases of Treasury
bonds in July (on Jul. 2, 1.5 trillion won) and
August (on Aug. 31, 1.5 trillion won) following those in March (on Mar. 20, 1.5 trillion
won) and April (on Apr. 10, 1.5 trillion won).
While purchasing mostly benchmark bonds in
March when greater focus was placed on market stabilization, the Bank purchased mostly
non-benchmark bonds with low transaction
volume in July and August as it did in April in
an effort to enhance primary dealers' capacity
to underwrite Treasury bonds (benchmark
bonds).
The Bank also decided to extend the Corporate Bond-Backed Lending Facility by three
months to November 3, which was adopted
as a safety net for businesses, banks and nonbank financial institutions bracing for severe
difficulties in raising funds. Although the
financial markets have somewhat stabilized
recently, the Bank determined that the extension would be effective in meeting its objective
of ensuring financial stability as financial and
economic uncertainties still persisted at home
and abroad due to the possible prolongation
of COVID-19. It was decided that other conditions 58) for operating the facility including
eligible institutions, the ceiling and eligible
collateral would remain the same as before.

58) Eligible institutions: banks, securities companies, insurance companies; ceiling: 10 trillion won; lending rate: yield
on Korean Monetary Stabilization Bonds (182-day) + 85bp; eligible collateral: prime corporate bonds (rated at least
AA-) issued by private enterprises with remaining maturity of five years or less.
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(14 domestic banks)
Kookmin Bank, Shinhan Bank, Woori Bank,
Hana Bank, Nonghyup
Bank, Standard
Chartered Bank Korea,
Industrial Bank of
Korea, Citibank Korea,
August 2020 - Korea Development
July 2021 Bank, Kyongnam
Bank, Gwangju Bank,
Daegu Bank, Busan
Bank, KakaoBank 2)

Non-bank financial
institutions

Treasury bond, CP and corporate bond
market stabilization

Meanwhile, the Bank of Korea, together with

FX market stabilization

the government, completed preparations for

40

and activated an SPV59) to manage purchases

The Bank of Korea extended the 60 billion

of corporate bonds and commercial paper, in-

dollar currency swap agreement with the US

cluding lower-rated ones, in order to mitigate

Federal Reserve by six months from Septem-

corporate funding difficulties in the credit and

ber 30 this year to March 31 next year, judging

securities markets. The SPV was established

that uncertainties surrounding COVID-19 still

on July 14 after the Bank of Korea, the gov-

persisted, even though global dollar and do-

ernment and a state-run financial institution

mestic FX markets remained stable. However,

(Korea Development Bank) consulted on how

the Bank suspended new US dollar loans us-

the vehicle would be operated and funded.

ing funds from the swap line after mid-May,

The Bank of Korea then held an unscheduled

considering stable US dollar funding condi-

Monetary Policy Board Meeting on July 17, at

tions at home and abroad, and sequentially

which members decided on the loan ceiling

called in all competitive loan facility auctions

and conditions and carried out the first lend-

(a total of 19.872 billion dollars) conducted be-

ing amounting to 1.78 trillion won. The SPV

tween March and May this year.

created 3 trillion won

60)

worth of financial re-

sources including the Bank of Korea's primary

If market unrest reoccurs in the domestic and

loans for the first round and started purchas-

global markets, the Bank of Korea will take

ing corporate bonds and commercial paper in

active market stabilization measures by, for

earnest from July 24.

instance, resuming the provision of funds us-

61)

ing the currency swap agreement with the US
Federal Reserve.

59) According to the plan, the 10 trillion won SPV will consist of Korea Development Bank’s (the government’s) 1 trillion
won investment, Korea Development Bank’s 1 trillion won of subordinated loans, and 8 trillion won of primary loans
extended by the Bank of Korea. If necessary, the size of the SPV can be expanded to a maximum of 20 trillion won.
60) This consists of the Bank of Korea’s 1.78 trillion won of primary loans, Korea Development Bank’s 1 trillion won investment, and Korea Development Bank’s 0.22 trillion won of subordinated loans.
61) The details are described in Box II-1. The Bank of Korea's Financial Market Stabilization Measures through a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) to Manage Purchases of Corporate Bonds and Commercial Paper.

Table II-4. Loan supply and redemption of competitive loan facility auctions
(100 million dollars)

Round
March 31 (round 1)
April 7 (round 2)
April 14 (round 3)

Supply

Redemption

79.20 (84-day)

79.20 (June 25)

8.00 (7-day)

8.00 (April 9)

41.40 (84-day)

41.40 (July 2)

2.75 (8-day)
20.15 (83-day)
0.10 (6-day)

2.75 (April 17)
20.15 (July 9)
0.10 (April 23)

21.19 (84-day)

21.19 (July 16)

12.64 (85-day)

12.64 (July 23)

May 6 (round 6)

13.29 (83-day)

13.29 (July 30)

Total

198.72

198.72

Source: Bank of Korea.

In the meantime, as part of its efforts to secure new policy instruments for FX market
stability, the Bank of Korea has been pursuing
the introduction of a new foreign currency liquidity supply facility through transactions of
foreign currency bond repurchase agreements
carried out by competitive auctions. Under
this facility, the Bank will provide US dollar
funds by purchasing US Treasury bonds held
by domestic financial institutions on condition of repurchasing them. This is expected
to contribute to stability in the swap market
by absorbing some structural demand for foreign funds by non-bank financial institutions
during times of crisis.

II. Conduct of Monetary Policy 3. Market Stabilization Measures

April 21 (round 4)
April 27 (round 5)
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Table II-5. Bank of Korea's market stabilization measures related to COVID-19 since March
(as of September 9)

Policy response measures
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Major details
•1.25% → 0.50% (0.75%p)

Base Rate

Base Rate cut

Bank Intermediated
Lending
Support
Facility

Raised ceiling and lowered
•Increase in ceiling: 25 trillion won → 30 trillion
the interest rate on the Bank
won → 35 trillion won
Intermediated Lending Support
•Lending rate cut: 0.5%-0.75% → 0.25%
Facility

Carried out
full-allotment
RP purchases

Market
stabilization
measures

Liquidity
provision

-

-

•Auction period:
•Auction method: Liquidity is supplied by purchasExpired at end-July
ing bonds (at a fixed interest rate) in full without
after a one-month
any auction limit.
extension
1)
•Auction interest rate: The offering rate is an•Amount supplied
nounced whenever an auction takes place.
since June: 2.82
•Maturity: 91 days
trillion in June,
•Amount supplied: A total of 19.43 trillion won
4.02 trillion in July

•Amount supplied: A total of 3.5 trillion won (1.0
Carried out RP
purchases from
trillion won on March 19, 2.5 trillion won on March
non-bank financial 24)
•Maturity: 14 days
institutions
Broadened the
range of institutions eligible
for open market
operations

Changes since
June

-

•The range of institutions eligible for RP transac- •Implemented
tions was broadened: Seven institutions eligible
temporarily and
for Monetary Stabilization Bond transactions and
expired end-Jufour primary dealers
ly5)

•The list of securities eligible for outright transactions was broadened: MBSs issued by the Korea
Broadened the
Housing Finance Corporation and debentures
range of securities issued by three specialized banks2)
•The range of securities eligible for RP transactions
eligible for open
market operations was broadened: Debentures issued by three specialized banks, general bank debentures,3) bonds
issued by nine public organizations4)

-

•The range of eligible collateral for lending facilities
was expanded: MBSs issued by Korea Housing
Finance Corporation, debentures issued by three
specialized banks,2) general bank debentures,3)
bonds issued by nine public organizations4)

-

•The ratio of collateral for guaranteeing net settleImproved collatments was lowered (70% → 50%)
eral availability of
•The eligible collateral for guaranteeing net settlefinancial instituments was broadened: General bank debentures,3)
tions
bonds issued by nine public organizations4)

-

Expanded the
range of eligible
collateral for
lending facilities

Performed outright •Amount purchased: A total of 6.0 trillion won (1.5 •Amount purchased
purchases of Trea- trillion won each on March 20, April 10, July 2,
since June: 3.0
sury bonds
and August 31)
trillion won

Launched the
Corporate BondBacked Lending
Facility

•Size: 10 trillion won (The size can be expanded to
up to 20 trillion won, in accordance with market
conditions)
•BOK decided to
•Funding structure: Bank of Korea's primary
make primary
loans (8 trillion won), Korea Development Bank's
loans (July 17)
investment (1 trillion won) and subordinated loans
•BOK made its first
(1 trillion won)
loans (July 23,
•Operating period: Whether to extend the operat1.78 trillion won)
ing period will be determined in consideration of
market stability conditions after six months of SPV
operation

Signed a bilateral
currency swap
•A 60.0 billion US dollar bilateral currency swap
arrangement with
arrangement was signed.
the US Federal
Reserve

FX market
stabilization

•E xtension of operation: August 3 →
November 3, 2020

•Maturity extension:
September-end
2020 → Marchend 2021

Implemented
competitive US
•A total of 19.872 billion US dollars was supplied.
dollar loan facility
auctions

-

Raised the ceilings
•Domestic banks (40% → 50%) and foreign bank
on FX derivatives
branches (200% → 250%)
positions of banks

-

Temporarily lifted
•Banks, securities companies, and insurance
the levy on financompanies were exempted from the levy for three
cial institutions'
months (during the period between April and June
non-deposit FX
2020).
liabilities

-

Purchase of
foreign currency
bond repurchase
agreements

•The Bank of Korea will provide US dollar funding
to domestic financial institutions through foreign
•Discussion to
currency bond repurchase agreements.
adopt the facility is
•Eligible bonds: US Treasury bonds (US government
underway
agency bonds if necessary)
•Maturity: Within 88 days

Notes: 1) “Base Rate+10bp” was set as the ceiling of the offering rate between April and June 2020, and “Base Rate+spread” was set as the offering rate during July, with a spread of less than 10bp applied when the facility was actually operated.
2) Debentures issued by the Korea Development Bank, the Industrial Bank of Korea, and the Export-Import Bank of Korea
3) Including debentures issued by the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation and Nonghyup Bank, and by the National Federation of
Fisheries Cooperatives and Suhyup Bank.
4) Korea SMEs and Startups Agency, Korea Gas Corporation, Korea Express Corporation, K-Water, KEPCO, Korail, Korea Rail Network
Authority, Korea Land & Housing Corporation, and Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation.
5) However, when selecting financial institutions eligible for open market operations over the next one year (from August 2020 to July 2021),
the range of financial institutions eligible for RP transactions was expanded to 27 from the previous year's 22 (selected in July 2019).
Source: Bank of Korea.
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Stabilization of
Treasury,
corporate
bond and
Supported the
CP markets credit market
through an SPV
that purchases
corporate
bonds and commercial paper,
including
lower-rated ones

•Ceiling: 10 trillion won
•Rate: Yield on Korean Monetary Stabilization
Bonds (182 days) + 85bp
•Maturity: Within six months
•Eligible collateral: Prime corporate bonds (rated
at least AA-) issued by private enterprises with
remaining maturity of five years or less

4. Other Monetary Policy
Measures

by the Central Economic Response Headquarters to share perceptions about major pending
issues and risk factors related to the domestic
macroeconomy and financial stability, and to

The Bank of Korea is also working to strength-

discuss countermeasures.

en its global financial cooperation and improve the safety and efficiency of the payment
and settlement systems, while enhancing
44

monitoring of financial and FX market move-

Early warning activities regarding
potential financial system risks
strengthened

ments and of financial stability conditions.
The Bank of Korea strengthened preemptive

Monitoring of financial and FX market
conditions enhanced

identification of and early warning activities
related to potential financial system risks
which could be triggered by contraction in the

The Bank of Korea constantly monitored

real economy and by heightened volatility in

movements in the domestic and internation-

financial and FX markets due to the spread of

al financial and FX markets. The Bank also

COVID-19.

looked closely into the impacts of domestic
and international risk factors on the financial

In the June Financial Stability Meeting, the

and FX markets by running the emergency

Bank examined the real economic and finan-

response system during times of heightened

cial shocks from COVID-19 on the domestic

market volatility.

financial system. It also forecast how financial
stability conditions would change depending

Through the COVID-19 Response Task Force

on future COVID-19 developments, while

set up in late January, the Bank of Korea

looking into risk factors that could emerge

continuously and carefully monitored devel-

under stress scenarios such as a resurgence

opments of the COVID-19 pandemic and the

of COVID-19 and the additional shocks to

impacts on the domestic and international

the real economy as a result. In addition,

financial sectors and economies, as well as

the Bank of Korea examined the changes in

changes in financial and FX market conditions

household and corporate debt repayment ca-

following the Bank's implementation of mar-

pacities and the possibility of defaults due to

ket stabilization measures. When market vola-

liquidity shortfalls, and reviewed the effects of

tility was expected to grow due for example to

COVID-19-related policy responses on finan-

North Korea's demolition of a joint liaison of-

cial institutions’ capital adequacy. The Bank

fice (on June 16), the Bank of Korea convened

also activated the Financial System Stability

Monetary and Financial Response Task Force

Response Task Force consisting of the Bank’s

Meetings and reviewed the impacts on the

relevant departments, to constantly monitor

financial and FX markets at home and abroad.

private sector credit supply conditions, any

It also joined the Macroeconomic and Finan-

worsening of financial institutions’ asset qual-

cial Meeting with the relevant institutions and

ity, and settlement system stability.

the Financial Risk Assessment Meeting held

Meanwhile, the Bank of Korea assessed

COVID-19, although global dollar markets

potential risks to the financial system by

and the domestic FX market remained stable.

stepping up constant monitoring of financial

In addition, the Bank was actively involved in

institutions, households and corporations. It

discussions about improving the Chiang Mai

also examined the management of banks and

Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM), a mul-

reviewed their key business conditions, such

tilateral currency swap arrangement among

as asset quality, profitability, and liquidity.

ASEAN+3 member countries, contributing to
the amendment of the CMIM statement that
took effect on June 23. The key points of the

Supervisory College hosted by major super-

amendment are the expansion in the duration

visory authorities and discussed the recent

of financial support, the establishment of IMF

operating conditions and risk management of

conditionalities, and the enhancement of the

large foreign banks doing business in Korea.

cooperative mechanism with the IMF.

Global financial cooperation
strengthened

Safety and efficiency of payment and
settlement systems enhanced

The Bank of Korea participated in conference

The Bank of Korea continued efforts to en-

calls hosted by international organizations

hance the safety and efficiency of the payment

and consultative bodies, such as the BIS, G20

and settlement systems.

and IMF. Through these meetings, the Bank
of Korea promptly identified the impacts of

In light of the recent changes in the pay-

COVID-19 on the global economy and fi-

ment and settlement environment such as

nancial markets and the responses of major

diversification of payment system providers

economies, as well as the repercussions for the

and COVID-19, the Bank of Korea came up

domestic economy.

with measures to improve the rules of participation in the retail settlement system and

The Bank also continued its efforts to re-

BOK Wire+.62) In preparation for a rise in the

inforce multi-layered financial safety nets,

number of participating institutions in the

by for instance building up currency swap

payment and settlement systems, the Bank of

networks with major central banks. On July

Korea established a consistent participation

30, it extended the bilateral currency swap

policy that is applied to all participants under

arrangement with the US Federal Reserve,

the general principle of “same business, same

which had been concluded in March, by six

risk, same rules” and made amendments to

months from September 30 this year to March

the participation standards to ensure business

31 next year. This decision was made in con-

continuity in times of disaster.

sideration of the lingering uncertainty over

62) In June 2020, the rules of participation in the retail payment system were improved, and improvements to BOK
Wire+ will be decided by the Monetary Policy Board and then implemented in September.
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In addition, the Bank also participated in the

The Bank devoted efforts to ensure smooth

could increase the need for CBDC adoption.

domestic implementation of the Principles for

The Bank is also carrying out research to set

Financial Market Infrastructures (PFMI)63)

up and test a pilot system.

and other international standards in the field
of payment and settlement. The Bank examined the Korea Financial Telecommunications
and Clearings Institute’s compliance with the
PFMI and cyber-risk response framework
46

in operating its electronic banking network,
checks clearing ser vice, interbank funds
transfer system and open banking system.
The Bank is planning to provide recommendations on areas that are identified as needing
improvement.
Meanwhile, with respect to the spread of
COVID-19, the Bank of Korea strengthened
cooperation with institutions operating payment and settlement systems (the Korea
Exchange, the Korea Securities Depository,
and the Korea Financial Telecommunications
& Clearings Institute) to ensure seamless
operation of major payment and settlement
systems. The Bank, meanwhile, strengthened
the examination of the response systems and
the settlement risk management statuses of
participants, such as banks and securities
companies.
In addition, the Bank is preemptively reviewing technological and legal requirements for
the adoption of central bank digital currency
(CBDC) to cope with future changes in the
payment and settlement environment which

63) Following the global financial crisis, a need was identified to expand over-the-counter derivatives market infrastructures and strengthen the international standards for the operation of financial market infrastructures. Accordingly,
the BIS Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI), jointly with the International Organization of
Securities Commissions (IOSCO), integrated the existing international standards, and in April 2012 they were established as the new international standards for payment and settlement. CPMI-IOSCO has enacted additional
international standards as supplementary guidelines for PFMI compliance, including its Guidelines on cyber resil-

ience for financial market infrastructures (Jun. 2016), Recovery of financial market infrastructures (Jul. 2017) and
Resilience of central counterparties (CCPs): Future guidance on the PFMI (Jul. 2017).

has increased since May, but credit risk aversion

Box II-1.

still remains heightened with persistently high
credit spreads on subprime bonds. Under these
unprecedented conditions due to the spread of

The Bank of Korea’s Financial Market
Stabilization Measures through a
Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) to
Manage Purchases of Corporate Bonds
and Commercial Paper

COVID-19, the Bank of Korea set up and began
providing support to a Special Purpose Vehicle
(hereinafter SPV) designed to purchase corporate bonds and CP, including low-rated ones, in
cooperation with the government and a staterun bank (Korea Development Bank) in order to

As the spread of COVID-19 weighed on economic activities, corporate funding conditions in

The SPV was launched on July 14 after com-

the financial markets worsened significantly, with

pleting its incorporation registration.2) The Bank

corporate liquidity conditions deteriorating and

of Korea Monetary Policy Board decided on July

credit risk aversion increasing in major econo-

17 to finance the SPV (up to 8 trillion won) in ac-

mies. In response, major central banks actively

cordance with Article 803)4) of the Bank of Korea

provided support for corporate bond and CP

Act and made its first loan worth 1.78 trillion won

markets.

to the SPV on July 23. From July 24, the SPV
started to purchase corporate bonds and CP.

In Korea as well, corporate funding conditions
worsened, with credit spreads on corporate

(Support measures)

bonds widening greatly over concerns about
weak corporate performance. Thanks to active

The SPV works to stabilize the financial mar-

policy measures taken by the government and

kets with the government providing financial

the Bank of Korea, the issuance of prime corpo-

resources for loss absorption, the Bank of Korea

rate bonds and commercial paper in the markets

providing liquidity, and the state-run bank taking

1)

1) They include the Bond Market Stabilization Fund (20 trillion won), support for the issuance of corporate bonds for
companies affected by COVID-19 (through primary collateralized bond obligations (P-CBOs), 6.7 trillion won), and a
quick bond takeover program and support for conversion issue of corporate bonds by the Korea Development Bank
(4.1 trillion won).
2) The corporation is a limited company with the official name of Corporate Liquidity Assistance Agency Co., Ltd.
3) According to Article 79 of the Bank of Korea Act (Restrictions on transactions with the public), the Bank of Korea
shall not make loans to or purchase the obligations of juridical persons or individuals other than banking institutions,
but when severe impediments arise to obtaining funds from financial institutions or when there is a strong likelihood
of their arising, the Bank of Korea may render credit to any for-profit enterprises such as SPVs, in accordance with
Article 80 (Credit to for-profit enterprises).
4) Although the prime corporate bond and CP markets have shown signs of gradual improvement, companies with
low credit ratings have gone through continuous financing difficulties due to the sluggishness of the subprime bond
market. Also, despite banks' sharp increase in corporate lending, it is not expected to fully meet corporate funding
demand as a substitute for direct financial markets due to growing corporate credit risks if the effects of COVID-19
are prolonged. In light of all these factors, we determined that the current situation is subject to “the case where
there is a strong likelihood of the arising of severe impediments to financing from financial institutions” under Article
80 of the Bank of Korea Act.
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mitigate corporate funding difficulties.
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charge of detailed operations.5)

As it aims at supplying liquidity to the real sector
and alleviating corporate funding problems, the

Looking at establishment and financing struc-

SPV will mainly purchase corporate bonds and

ture, the SPV, set up as a subsidiary of Korea

commercial paper issued by non-financial insti-

Development Bank, consists of a total of 10

tutions.7)

trillion won: 1 trillion won in SPV investment from
KDB, 1 trillion won in subordinated loans from

The Bank of Korea stipulated other conditions

KDB and 8 trillion won in primary loans from the

for the loans to ensure that the SPV serves its

Bank of Korea.

purpose of liquidity provision for the smooth op-
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eration of the corporate bond and CP markets
The Board of the SPV makes investment de-

and that its losses are minimized.8) First, to pre-

cisions but is obliged to keep the Investment

vent support from being directed only to certain

Management Committee as its advisory body.

companies and to ailing businesses, it is decid-

The SPV will commission KDB to select invest-

ed that the ceiling of purchases for each firm

ment targets and carry out investment.

and business sector9) is limited to 2% and 3%,

6)

respectively, out of the total support amount and
Regarding credit market support measures in

that companies with an interest coverage ratio of

major economies, the ECB and the Bank of Ja-

less than 100% for two consecutive years (based

pan made direct purchases of credit securities

on pre-COVID-19 levels) are excluded from pur-

(corporate bonds and commercial paper) as

chasing targets.

they are allowed to do so by law. The US Federal Reserve and the Bank of England, however,

In addition, the guidelines for proportions of as-

chose to provide loans to SPVs and let them

set purchases by credit rating in the portfolio are

purchase credit securities since it is impossible

presented and must be adhered to in order to

for the US Federal Reserve to directly purchase

minimize the SPV’s losses. When losses are ex-

them by law and there are no legal provisions for

pected during operation, the SPV must consult

the Bank of England with regard to this matter.

with the Bank of Korea on its future operational
direction. The proportions of asset purchases

(Targets and other conditions)

by credit rating are set in overall consideration
of Korea’s corporate bond and CP market

5) The SPV is scheduled to be run for four years from its establishment (six months for purchases, three years for holding assets, and six months for resolution).
6) T he Investment Management Committee provides support such as establishing the investment guideline, and is
composed of five members in total: one each nominated by the Ministry of Economy and Finance, the Financial Services Commission and the Bank of Korea, one private sector expert nominated by Korea Development Bank (approval
from other institutions required), and the Korea Development Bank vice chairman.
7) Bonds issued by financial institutions are excluded from purchasing targets as financial institutions have their own
funding and financial risk management capabilities. However, corporate bonds and CP issued by credit-specialized
financial institutions will be purchased pursuant to other programs if it is necessary to secure capacity for supporting
SMEs and small business owners in response to COVID-19 and to stabilize the market for bonds issued by credit-specialized financial institutions.
8) As a safeguard against loans, the total assets held by the SPV are set as collateral.
9) This is determined based on the enterprise groups designated as those subject to the limitations on mutual equity
investment by the Fair Trade Commission.

structure and the aim of providing liquidity to the

In addition, the SPV is required to make sincere

overall market. Accordingly, the SPV’s portfolio

efforts12) to repay the Bank of Korea loans and

should not deviate greatly from more than 30%

actively cooperate with the Bank when it ex-

of AA-rated bonds (including A1-rated ones),

amines and monitors the SPV’s operations and

around 55% of A-rated bonds (including A2-rat-

finances pursuant to Article 80 of the Bank of

ed ones), and less than 15% of BBB-rated or

Korea Act.13)

below bonds (including A3-rated ones). The SPV
can also buy non-investment grade bonds only
if they were temporarily downgraded10) from in-

Ceiling and conditions of Bank of Korea loans to
SPV

vestment grade due to COVID-19. As of the end

Major details
Ceiling

and CP worth 1.055 trillion won.11)

Interest rate Bank of Korea Base Rate + certain level of spread2)

Range of corporate bond and CP targets by
credit market support programs in Korea

Investment grade
Prime
Corporate bonds

AA

A

BBB

BB

CP

A1

A2

A3

B

Bond Market
Stabilization Fund

○

Limited
purchases1)

Support for bond
refinancing and
purchases through
state-run banks

○

○

P-CBO

2)

SPV

○

Period

Within a year from the date when loans are extended

Collateral

Total assets of SPV
The ceiling of purchases for each firm and business sector
is limited to 2% and 3%, respectively, of the total support
amount.

Non-investment grade

Subprime

Quick bond
takeover2)

Within 8 trillion won1)

Other
conditions

Companies with an interest coverage ratio3) of 100%
or below for two consecutive years are excluded from
purchasing targets.
The proportions of bonds in the portfolio for various credit
ratings are decided in accordance with set guidelines.4)
The SPV should make efforts for early repayment of BOK
loans.
The SPV should actively cooperate with the BOK in
examining and monitoring its operations and finances in
accordance with Article 80 of the BOK Act.

Notes: 1) T he loans are extended four times in total based on capital

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

calls upon the SPV’s request.

Limited
purchases
Limited
purchases3)

Notes: 1) Limited to bonds rated up to A+ (corporate bonds only)
issued by credit-specialized financial companies and fallen

2) T
 he difference between the 5-day average Monetary Stabilization Bond (1-year) yield before loan extension and the
BOK Base Rate; if the value is less than 0, 0 is used.
3) Based on pre-COVID-19 levels.
4)Over 30% AA-rated, around 55% A-rated, and less than
15% BBB-rated or lower.
Source: Bank of Korea.

angels.
2) Corporate bonds only.
3) L
 imited to bonds rated up to BB- (corporate bonds only)
issued by fallen angels.

10) T his refers to corporate bonds issued by companies whose credit ratings were BBB or higher before April 22,
2020, and were downgraded to BB thereafter.
11) Regarding the composition of purchased assets by credit rating, prime AA-rated bonds account for 240 billion won
(22.7%) while subprime bonds with credit ratings of A and below account for 815 billion won (77.3%).
12) If the SPV’s operational size is reduced due to repayment and sales of corporate bonds and CP, it must repay the
BOK loans early, even if prior to maturity.
13) If there is a possibility that the principal payment of corporate bond and CP issuers could be delayed and if incidents that could gravely affect the business and assets such as the start of a rehabilitation process take place or
are expected to occur, the SPV must notify the Bank of Korea immediately. Along with this, the Bank of Korea can
also assess the risks of individual corporate bonds, CP and the portfolio as a whole.

II. Conduct of Monetary Policy

of August, the SPV purchased corporate bonds
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The SPV’s financing structure and establishment
of other conditions for and collateral against
loans are expected to act as a safety net to minimize the Bank of Korea’s losses. Central banks
in major economies have also set the government’s first loss ratio or have received government guarantees when providing support to their
credit markets. For the US Federal Reserve, the
US government is taking first losses of 10-33%
50

in the form of SPV equity investment, and in the
Bank of England’s case, the UK government has
provided a full guarantee for losses. However,
the ECB and the Bank of Japan purchase credit
securities without any government guarantees.14)

14) The ECB’s purchasing of corporate bonds and CP without government guarantees is assessed as reflecting the
institutional feature that no single administrative body exists in the euro area. Nevertheless, euro area countries
participate in ECB policymaking and share the consequent profits and losses, which can be seen as a partial substitution for government guarantees.
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1. Growth and Price
Forecasts64)

in consumer sentiment, due to the recent
growing concerns about the resurgence of
COVID-19. Avoidance of face-to-face services
and constraints on overseas travel stemming

The current outlook is based on the assump-

from the pandemic are likely to work to limit

tion that the global spread of COVID-19 will

recovery in private consumption for a consid-

unfold differently from country to country be-

erable time. However, government support

fore subsiding gradually after mid-next year,

measures and an increase in savings in line

and that the recent domestic resurgence will

with the contraction in consumption66) are

last for a period similar to the outbreak seen

expected to have positive effects on private

early this year, with local outbreaks occurring

consumption in the future.

sporadically thereafter.
Facilities investment is expected to sustain its
growth from the second half of this year on,
primarily due to investment in the IT sector,
and it is projected to increase at a faster rate
GDP growth rates for this year and the next

next year, as the non-IT sector recovers. The

are forecast to be -1.3% and 2.8%, respective-

IT sector is expected to continue its improve-

ly.65) With fiscal policy set on an expansionary

ment mainly in semiconductor equipment,

course, the slump in exports will ease, but

although the risk of global uncertainty still re-

the recovery of private consumption will be

mains. The non-IT sector will remain sluggish

limited due to the domestic resurgence of

this year due to the worsening business con-

COVID-19.

ditions caused by COVID-19, but it is expected
to recover next year thanks to replacement of

By sector, the recovery in private consumption

old equipment and new investment in some

is forecast to be slower than expected, since

industries. Intellectual property products

a prolonged COVID-19 pandemic is likely

investment is projected to continue its solid

to delay improvements in household income

upward trend, as R&D investment is forecast

conditions and consumer sentiment. Delayed

to show sound growth thanks to government

improvements in employment conditions and

tax support and increased investment in non-

business conditions of sole proprietors are

face-to-face industries. Construction invest-

expected to result in low household incomes,

ment is expected to decline in the second half

and it is difficult to expect a rapid recovery

of the year due to the sustained weakness in

64) Based on the Bank of Korea’s 「Economic Outlook Report」 released on August 27, 2020.
65) Under the positive scenario—in which the world economy returns to the pre-COVID-19 level in the first half of next
year, with the domestic resurgence of COVID-19 being contained sooner than forecast in the basic scenario and
the global spread being gradually contained from early next year on—GDP growth rates for this year and the next
are forecast to be -0.9% and 3.4%, respectively. These figures would be -2.2% and 1.2%, respectively, under the
negative scenario, in which the global economy returns to the pre-pandemic level the year after next, with the domestic resurgence of COVID-19 continuing until winter and the global spread being contained gradually at the end
of next year or later.
66) Improvement in consumer sentiment following an increase in savings resulting for instance from declines in faceto-face services and overseas travel could contribute to recovery in private consumption.
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Domestic economy to improve modestly
as recovery weakens

the government budget in the first half.

Inflation forecast to be in the lower- to
mid-0% range in 2020

After the second half of this year, exports of

Consumer price inflation is forecast to re-

goods are projected to recover gradually as

cord 0.4% this year, the same as last year.

major countries resume their economic activ-

The recent rise of international oil prices and

ities, though the pace of improvement is ex-

the supply disruptions for some agricultural

pected to be slow due to the continued spread

products due to torrential rains are exerting

of COVID-19. The current account surplus

upward pressures. However, international

for this year is expected to narrow compared

oil prices have remained far lower than those

to that of last year, as a result of a decrease in

seen last year, and demand-side inflationary

the goods account surplus driven by shrink-

pressures have remained weak. Consumer

ing world trade triggered by the spread of the

price inflation is expected to pick up next

pandemic.

year, albeit at a moderate pace, as economic

building construction and early execution of
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conditions gradually improve and the impacts
There is a high level uncertainty surrounding

of (year-on-year) declines in international oil

the growth path. The upside risks to growth

prices dissipate. Core inflation excluding food

include early development and supply of a

and energy prices is forecast to record 0.4%

vaccine and treatments for COVID-19, faster

this year and 0.8% next year.

growth of the Chinese economy, and government policies to stimulate the economy.

A look at various factors affecting prices shows

Among the downside risks are a domestic

that, in terms of overseas factors, internation-

and global resurgence of COVID-19, a delay

al commodity prices have rebounded, led by

in the semiconductor industry’s recovery, and

crude oil and nonferrous metals from after

increasing tensions between the United States

the second quarter, due to the resumption of

and China.

economic activity in major countries. Going
forward, international commodity prices are
expected to show a moderate pace of increase,

Table III-1. Economic growth outlook1)2)
(%)

2019

2020

Year H13)

H2e Yeare H1

but there remain extremely high uncertainties surrounding COVID-19 developments.

2021e
H2

Year

In terms of domestic factors, demand-side

2.0

-0.7 -1.8 -1.3

2.3

3.2

2.8

inflationary pressures have weakened, while

Private consumption 1.7

-4.4 -3.4 -3.9

4.0

3.6

3.8

the rate of wage growth is forecast to be sig-

Facilities investment -7.5

5.6

0.9

2.6

4.5

7.8

6.2

nificantly lower than that in the previous

3.3

3.0

2.9

3.0

4.0

3.5

1.7

-3.1 -0.7 -2.6

1.7

-0.4

of COVID-19. Regarding other factors, sup-

GDP

Intellectual property
3.0
products investment
Construction
-2.5
investment

year, influenced for instance by sluggishness
in economic activity triggered by the spread

Goods exports

0.5

-2.9 -5.6 -4.5

5.4

4.2

4.8

ply disruptions for vegetables and fruits due

Goods imports

-0.8 -0.9 -2.5 -1.8

6.3

5.6

5.9

to recent torrential rains are forecast to exert

Notes: 1) Year-on-year.
2) Figures are the forecast as of August 2020.
3) R
 eflects second quarter preliminary figures (released on
September 1).
Source: Bank of Korea.

upward pressures on agricultural product
prices for some time. Concerning government

policies, strengthened social-welfare policies
related to education and health care are expected to continually put downward pressures
on inflation, and the extension of the individual consumption tax cut and reductions in
some public utility fees are likely to work as
factors pulling inflation further down. Recent
increases in leasehold (jeonse) deposit prices
and monthly rents (based on new contracts)
are forecast to work as factors speeding up the
pace of growth in housing rental fees for some
time.
There is a mix of both upside and downside
include an accelerated rise in agricultural,
livestock and fishery product prices due to
worsening weather conditions, and stronger
economic improvements due to expansionary
macroeconomic policy. Among the downside
risks are an aggravated economic slowdown
with a prolonged pandemic, and declines in
international oil prices owing to delayed recovery of global oil demand.

Table III-2. Inflation outlook1)2)
(%)

2019

2020

Year H1

H2e Yeare H1

H2 Year

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.4

0.7

1.3

1.0

0.7
Core
inflation CPI excluding
0.9
agricultural
products & oils

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.6

1.1

0.8

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.8

1.2

1.0

CPI inflation
CPI excluding
food & energy

2021e

Notes: 1) Year-on-year.
2) Figures are the forecast as of August 2020.
Source: Bank of Korea.
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risks to the price path. Upside risks to prices
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creased further due to the resurgence of domestic infections. The improvement in private
consumption could be slower than expected,

Looking ahead, the Bank of Korea will operate

especially for consumption of face-to-face

its monetary policy while closely watching the

services and overseas expenditures of resident

impacts of uncertainties at home and abroad

households, in line with the recent resurgence

on the growth and inflation forecast paths,

of COVID-19 and the consequent strength-

and devoting attention to financial stability as

ening of social distancing measures at home.

well. In this process, it will also carefully mon-

Exports could see delayed improvement given

itor the impacts of the spread of COVID-19 at

the high uncertainties surrounding the global

home and abroad, ongoing uncertainties sur-

economy.

rounding the international trade environment,
56

domestic and international financial market

Since future real economic developments

conditions, and household lending and hous-

could vary greatly, depending both on the sit-

ing market conditions.

uation regarding the resumption of economic
activity in line with domestic and global

Impacts of the domestic and global
spread of COVID-19

COVID-19 developments and on the consequent response measures, the extent and
effects of the virus’s spread must be closely

The world economy is expected to show

monitored.

moderate recovery while exhibiting variation
depending upon the patterns of economic
reopening in individual countries. However,

Figure III-1. Global spread of COVID-191)

uncertainties related to the global economy
are still high, since the spread of COVID-19
has shown little sign of slowing. In the United
States, the spread of COVID-19 has recently
been contained somewhat, but the number of
new cases per day still remains high. The euro
area and Japan have seen signs of a resurgence of COVID-19. The rapid spread of the
virus continues in India and other emerging
market countries. As a result, improvement in

Europe2)

Major emerging market countries 3)

US

China

(thousand persons)

(thousand persons)

150

150

125

125

100

100

75

75

50

50

25

25

economic activity could weaken in the future
due to cross-border lockdown measures and
constraints on economic activity.

0

0
20.1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Notes: 1) Daily new confirmed cases by region (based on 7-day
		 moving averages).

In addition, the Korean economy has somewhat improved on eased sluggishness in
exports and consumption, but uncertainties
related to the economic outlook have in-

2) Germany, Spain, the UK, Italy and France.
3) India, Brazil, Russia, Chile, Peru, Argentina, Mexico, South
Africa and Turkey.
Source: Our World in Data.

software companies68) as well. In addition to

Figure III-2. Domestic spread of COVID-191)

the trade-related dispute, the two countries
are coming into conflict in the political and

Nationwide (left)
Seoul and its surrounding areas (right)
(persons)

diplomatic areas, as seen in the shutdowns of

(persons)

1,200

350
300

1,000

consulates.69) Therefore, the dispute between
the two countries is unlikely to be eased in the
short term.

250

800

200

Concerns remain about a delayed recovery

150

in global trade. Goods trade has been slow

100

to recover as demand for imports from major

600
400
200

50

0
20.1

0
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

on press release date).
Source: Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency.

countries has contracted dramatically, and
sluggishness in investment continues. Meanwhile, the slowdown in service trade has been
sustained due to the trade slowdown and
immigration controls of individual countries.
Going forward, global trade is expected to im-

Ongoing uncertainties surrounding the
international trade environment

prove gradually, led by goods trade, but there
still are high uncertainties surrounding global
trade conditions, due for example to the resur-

Uncertainties still remain related to the

gence of COVID-19.

US-China trade dispute and the pace of recovery in global trade.

The global economy is expected to be affected
significantly by the US-China trade dispute

The US-China dispute is worsening, due

and the pace of recovery in global trade, and

mainly to the US sanctions against Chinese

in this regard, related developments will need

corporations. The US government ordered

to be watched closely.

a Chinese IT company to sell its application
business in the United States,67) on the basis of
concern about leakage of private information.
China opposed the move, calling it a violation of market principles. The United States’
checks on Chinese IT companies are expanding beyond hardware companies to include

67) President Trump signed an executive order (on August 14) forcing China’s ByteDance to sell its US mobile application (TikTok) business within 90 days and delete all information collected from US users.
68) President Trump signed an executive order (on August 6) forbidding the use of ByteDance’s application (TikTok)
and Tencent’s application (WeChat) in the United States. He also noted that he was considering banning Alibaba,
the biggest e-commerce company in China (on August 15).
69) China’s Consulate-General in Houston was closed down upon a request from the United States (on July 24) and
China shut down the US Consulate in Chengdu in response (on July 27).
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Note: 1) Daily new confirmed cases by administrative region (based

advanced countries and emerging market

Domestic and international financial
market conditions

Figure III-3. Global uncertainty index1)
500

500

400

400

300

300

200

200

100

100

Concerning the international financial market, risk aversion continues to ease, thanks
to higher-than-expected economic indices
and corporate performances, and accommodative monetary policies of major countries,
despite concerns related to the resurgence of
COVID-19 and the US-China trade dispute.
As a result, global stock prices remained on
0

0
17.1

58

7

18.1

7

19.1

7

20.1

7

the rise and stock price volatility was also low
and stable.

Note: 1) Global economic policy uncertainty index.
Source: Economic Policy Uncertainty.

The domestic financial market also remained
stable overall, influenced by international

Figure III-4. Economic and trade1) growth outlooks2) for 2020
January 2020 forecast

financial market movements. Stock prices
generally remained on the rise due to expec-

April 2020 forecast

tations of global economic recovery, although

June 2020 forecast
(%)
<Economic growth rate>

(%)
<Trade growth rate>

they have recently fallen significantly again
6

due to concerns related to the resurgence of

4

4

2

2

COVID-19. The Korean won/US dollar ex-

0

0

change rate fell considerably, due mainly to

-2

-2

the extension of the currency swap agreement

6

-4

-4

with the US Federal Reserve, and the global

-6

-6

weakening of the US dollar.

-8
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Notes: 1) Goods and services.

Figure III-5. Domestic and international financial
market volatility

Worldwide
VIX
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2) Outlook at respective point in time.
Source: IMF.
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Source: Bloomberg.
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However, there remain various factors causing domestic and international financial

Figure III-6. KOSPI and price-earnings ratio

market unease. In the international financial

KOSPI (left)

market, there are high uncertainties related
to the spread of COVID-19, the evolution of

PER (right)

(Jan. 4, 1980 = 100)

(times)

3,000

30

the US-China dispute, and developments of
financial and economic conditions of some

25
2,500
20

vulnerable EMEs.70) Against this backdrop,
there is a possibility of the emergence of po-

2,000

15

tential risks which have been built up since
the outbreak of COVID-19, such as growth

10
1,500
5

in corporate sector leverage, and the gap between asset prices and real economic indices.
Therefore, it is necessary to keep an eye on

0
10

20.1

4

7

Source: KRX.

front, if recovery in real economic activity is
delayed due for example to the resurgence

Financial markets remain stable overall, but

of COVID-19, the volatility of stock prices

volatility in the financial market could in-

and other price variables could increase, and

crease frequently, in line with developments of

credit risks of SMEs, which have been heavily

potential risk factors. Therefore, it is necessary

dependent upon the government’s financial

to keep a close eye on major price variable

support measures so far, could rise higher.

trends, foreign investment capital flows, and

71)

corporate funding conditions.

70) There have been ongoing concerns about financial and economic conditions in EMEs, especially in those that are
heavily dependent upon external trade and have high fiscal vulnerability. The value of the Brazilian real has plunged
since the beginning of this year (-24.6% compared to end-2019, as of August 31), due mainly to the fiscal deficit
buildup and the COVID-19 pandemic (second highest in the world in terms of cumulative number of confirmed
cases), and the value of the Turkish lira also fell significantly (-18.5%) due to ongoing concern about the foreign exchange sector.
71) As a result, lending standards for corporations are expected to tighten in the third quarter this year (diffusion index
for domestic banks’ lending standards for SMEs: 23 in Q1 2020 → 7 in Q2 → -10 in Q3, figure for Q3 is a forecast),
due mainly to credit quality management and concern about weak debt servicing capacities of vulnerable industries.
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the related developments. On the domestic

1,000
19.7

Household lending and housing market
conditions

Figure III-8. Housing sales price growth rate1) and
housing sales transaction volume
Nationwide (left)

Looking at the recent state of financial imbal-

Seoul and its surrounding areas (left)
Seoul (left)

ances, household lending and housing prices

Nationwide housing sales transaction volume (right)

have grown at faster paces again since June,
after showing slower growth between April
and May. Growth of home mortgage lending

(%)

(thousand houses)

1.6

300

1.2

250

0.8
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0.4
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0.0
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-0.4

50

slowed somewhat in July, thanks to stronger
regulations by the government, but household
lending sustained strong growth, as in the
preceding month, affected by faster growth in
60

unsecured lending following growing demand
for funds related to housing transactions and
purchases of new apartments available for
sale. Housing prices, which are closely associated with household debt growth, have
increased at a faster pace in Seoul and its sur-
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-0.8
17.1

7
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7

19.1

7

20.1

7

Note: 1) Month-on-month.
Source: Korea Appraisal Board.

rounding areas and in the rest of the country
since June, due mainly to high expectations for

Going forward, inflows of capital into the

housing price increases. Since the beginning

housing market through for instance house-

of August, however, growth in housing prices

hold lending could continue. The govern-

slowed somewhat, influenced for instance by

ment’s housing-related measures and eco-

the government’s measures to stabilize the

nomic uncertainties following the resurgence

housing market.

of COVID-19 could work to ease expectations
for housing price increases and an overcon-

Figure III-7. Household loan changes and growth
rate1)

centration of capital into the housing market.
However, given the increase in housing transactions so far, rising leasehold deposit (jeonse)

Household loan growth rate2) (left)

prices, and expanded numbers of new apart-

Changes in household loans (right)
3)

(%)

(trillion won)
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2

ments for sales or supply in the second half of
this year, household lending could maintain
strong growth for a considerable period of
time. Therefore, continued attention should be
paid to the risk of a buildup in financial imbalances, by for instance carefully watching if
the overconcentration of capital into the housing market continues.
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Notes: 1) Based on deposit banks; including mortgage transfers.
2) Year-on-year.
3) Month-on-month.
Source: Bank of Korea.

3. Future Monetary Policy
Operational Directions

environment at home and abroad. The Bank
will also make continuous efforts to explain in
more detail the background behind monetary
policy decisions and expected effects to ensure

Base Rate operations

that economic agents can better understand its
policy decisions, as the market is paying close

In the future, the Bank of Korea will conduct

attention to domestic and global economic

its monetary policy so as to support the re-

conditions. Moreover, as inflation has hovered

covery of economic growth and ensure that

well below the target level for an extended pe-

consumer price inflation can be stabilized at

riod, the Bank of Korea will examine on a reg-

the target level (2.0%) over a medium-term

ular basis how the inflation target is managed

horizon, while also paying attention to finan-

and provide detailed explanations to enhance

cial stability.

economic agents’ understanding of inflation
conditions.

monetary policy stance as domestic economic
growth is forecast to be sluggish, influenced

Promotion of financial and foreign
exchange market stability

by the spread of COV ID-19, and as demand-side inflationary pressures are expected

The Bank of Korea will make particular ef-

to remain weak. In this process, the Bank will

forts to maintain the stability of financial and

closely examine the severity of COVID-19

foreign exchange markets and seamless credit

resurgence, its impacts on the economy and

flows. There is a possibility that the domestic

financial sector, and the effects of policy mea-

financial and foreign exchange markets could

sures taken in response to the pandemic. The

respond sensitively to changes in domestic

Bank will also pay attention to changes in fi-

and international risk factors, such as the

nancial stability conditions, such as household

developments of COVID-19 and the US-Chi-

debt growth in line with rising housing prices,

na trade dispute. Going forward, the Bank

and the overconcentration of capital into the

will continue to closely monitor major price

real estate market.

variables in the financial market and flows of
capital in the markets. In cases when market

Enhancement of monetary policy
effectiveness

volatility increases greatly, due for instance to
imbalances in supply and demand conditions
of bond and foreign exchange markets and

The Bank of Korea will continue its effort to

the weakening of the intermediary role of fi-

enhance monetary policy effectiveness. To this

nancial markets, the Bank will take appropri-

end, the Bank will closely analyze the channel

ate market stabilization measures in a timely

by which monetary policy is transmitted to

manner, if needed.

the real sector through the financial market,
and the actual effects. The Bank will also
consider all possible policy instruments, given
the ongoing high uncertainties in the policy
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The Bank will maintain its accommodative

61

Maintenance of financial system stability
The Bank of Korea will thoroughly monitor
changes in domestic and overseas financial
and economic conditions and strengthen early
warning activities concerning potential risks
to the financial system. The Bank will keep
a close eye on the impacts of the spread of
COVID-19 on the household and corporate
sectors, and the effects of the relevant policy response measures on the soundness of
financial institutions. If economic recovery
62

is delayed in the future, particularly due to
the ongoing spread of COVID-19, risks could
emerge in vulnerable sectors. Therefore, the
Bank will carefully monitor the relevant developments.

Private consumption

Box III-1.

Seasonally adjusted amount (left)

Growth rate1) (right)

(trillion won)

Examination of Factors Limiting
Private Consumption Following
Ongoing Spread of COVID-19

(%)

240

6

220

3

200

0

180

-3

After contracting sharply due to the COVID-19
outbreak in early 2020, private consumption
saw its sluggishness easing in the second quarter, backed by government measures and a
slowing of the spread of the virus. However, as

-6
15

16

17

18

19

20

Note: 1) Year-on-year.
Source: Bank of Korea.

the domestic spread of the virus has worsened
again recently, there is an increased possibility
of slower-than-expected recovery in private con-

(Recent private consumption

sumption. If concerns about a prolongation of

developments)

COVID-19 continue, contraction in consumption
of face-to-face services could continue, thus de-

Private consumption recovered somewhat in the

laying improvements in employment and income

second quarter, after sharply contracting right

conditions, making it difficult for consumer

after the COVID-19 outbreak, but the patterns of

sentiment to recover rapidly. This section looks

recovery differ between consumption of goods

at recent trends in private consumption, and ex-

and services.

amines factors limiting recovery in consumption
following a prolongation of COVID-19.

Private consumption developments1)2)
(%)

2019

Domestic confirmed cases of COVID-19
Number of cumulative confirmed cases (left)
(persons)

(persons)

20,000

1,000

16,000

800

12,000

600

8,000

400

4,000

200

2020
Q1

Q2

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

0.1
(1.4)

0.7
(1.8)

0.4
(1.6)

0.7
(1.9)

(Durables)

0.5

-0.5

1.4

4.9

-4.7

18.3

(Semi-durables)

0.8

0.7

-1.7

-2.5

-13.6

11.5

Private consumption

Number of new confirmed cases (right)

-6.5 1.5
(-4.8) (-4.0)

(Non-durables)

1.0

1.7

0.6

0.2

-0.4

-0.4

(Services)

0.2

0.7

0.7

0.6

-7.9

-0.7

Notes: 1) Seasonally adjusted quarter-on-quarter growth rates;
figures in ( ) are year-on-year growth rates.
2) A
 look at domestic consumption spending of households
by type (in 2019, on a nominal basis) shows that durables
account for 10.1%; semi-durables, 9.4%; non-durables,
21.8%; and services, 58.7%.
Source: Bank of Korea.

0
1.20

0
3.1

4.1

5.1

6.1

7.1

Source: Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency.

8.1
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the global COVID-19 pandemic continues, and

160

Goods consumption rebounded significantly

vices, and transportation & storage services de-

in the second quarter, influenced for instance

clined significantly after the COVID-19 outbreak,

by the government support measures.1) A look

and then rebounded but remained considerably

at goods by type (for retail sales) shows that

below that for the same period of the preceding

growth in consumption of durables was led by

year. Meanwhile, consumption of finance & in-

a large increase in sales of passenger cars fol-

surance services showed steady growth.

lowing the individual consumption tax cut and
the launch of new models, and by a significant
increase in sales of computers and furniture in

Services production1)

line with the expansion of online education and

64

(%)

(%)

teleworking. Consumption of semi-durables saw

20

20

a year-on-year decline due to limited recovery,

10

10

while that of non-durables maintained relative

0

0

stability.

Retail sales1)
(%)

(%)

40

-10

-10

-20

-20

-30

-30

-40

-40

40
-50

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0

Art/
sports/
leisure

Transpor- Accommo- Education
tation & dation &
storage
food

IT

Finance &
insurance

-50

Note: 1) Year-on-year growth rates; as of Q2 2020.
Source: Statistics Korea.

-10

-10

-20

-20
Durables Passenger Computers Furniture
cars

Semidurables

Nondurables

Meanwhile, overseas expenditures of resident
households contracted sharply3) due to a large
drop in overseas travel caused by concern
about the virus and cross-border lockdowns.

Note: 1) Year-on-year growth rates; as of Q2 2020.
Source: Statistics Korea.

(Factors limiting recovery in private
consumption)

Consumption of services recovered somewhat,
but the pace of recovery was more modest than

Since the beginning of the second quarter, slug-

that of goods. By sector (on a service produc-

gishness in private consumption has eased due

tion basis), consumption of accommodation &

to the relaxation of restrictions on economic ac-

food services, art/sports/leisure-related ser-

tivity. However, if the spread of COVID-19 is pro-

2)

1) The government’s measures included the provision of emergency disaster relief funds, an individual consumption
tax cut on passenger cars, and refunds on home appliance purchases.
2) The Service Industry Activity Index fell substantially in February and March (month-on-month; -3.5% in February,
-4.4% in March), and then showed modest growth since April (0.4% in April, 2.4% in May, 2.2% in June).
3) The growth rate for the number of residents traveling overseas (year-on-year) saw a great decline from -52.9% in Q1
2020 to -98.4% in Q2.

longed, persistent sluggishness in consumption

face-to-face services industries, such as accom-

of face-to-face services, delayed improvement

modation & food, education, and art & sports,

in employment and income conditions, and un-

have stronger employment inducement effects

certainties related to increased alternative con-

than other industries. Therefore, they could be

sumption could work to limit recovery in private

faced with a relatively large employment shock.

consumption going forward.

If the development of automation and unmanned
technologies gathers pace in an effort to min-

As the COVID-19 pandemic is unlikely to end in

imize face-to-face contacts and reduce labor

the short term and concern about the resurgence

costs, this could work to cause further job loss-

continues, aversion to face-to-face services is

es. In addition, self-employment income is likely

likely to continue for some time. Clear improve-

to remain low for some time due to delayed im-

ment in this contraction in face-to-face activity

provement in consumer sentiment and a sharp

is unlikely until health safety is proven thanks to

decline in the number of foreign tourists.
65

developments of vaccines and cures, even if the
Employment inducement coefficient1)
(persons)

Concern about COVID-19 infection

1)

(%)

AccomAll
Industrial
Services modation Education
industries products
& food
10.1
6.2
12.8
19.7
15.3

(%)

90

90

80

80

70

70

Art &
sports
14.1

Note: 1) Number of persons employed per one billion won (in 2018).
Source: Bank of Korea.

Next, the employment and income shocks from
COVID-19 could be concentrated on vulnerable

60

groups, such as small self-employed business

60

owners and low-income workers, including
50

service industry workers and temporary daily

50

laborers. Household income increased overall in

Week 2, Week 4, Week 3, Week 4, Week 3, Week 3, Week 3, Week 3,
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.

the second quarter, thanks to a large increase

Note: 1) Percentages of respondents answering that “I feel very/

in transfer income, but wage and business in-

somewhat worried that I will be infected with COVID-19.”
Source: Gallup Korea.

come, and that of low-income groups in particular, declined considerably.4) If there is a delay in

This could work to limit improvements in employ-

improvement in income conditions of the low-in-

ment and income conditions in the future. Major

come groups whose propensity to consume is

4) Wage and business income decreased by 5.1% year-on-year for all households in the second quarter of the year,
while that for households in the first and second quintiles showed larger decreases, falling by 17.2% and 6.9%, respectively.

(%)

First quintile
Total income1)

Second quintile

Third quintile

Fourth quintile

Fifth quintile

Total

8.9

6.5

5.6

5.6

2.6

4.8

· Wage & business income1)

-17.2

-6.9

-5.3

-4.5

-3.7

-5.1

· Transfer income1)

44.9

64.7

86.8

148.1

88.4

80.8

Note: 1) Year-on-year growth rates; as of Q2 2020.
Source: Statistics Korea.
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restrictions on economic activity are relaxed.

high, this could cause consumption sluggish-

short term, delayed improvement in consumer

ness to continue throughout the economy. In

sentiment is likely to limit recovery in total con-

addition, COVID-19 could work to reduce cor-

sumption. However, the consequent increase in

porate demand for low-skilled laborers, thereby

savings is expected to work positively for future

limiting improvement in the income conditions of

recovery in consumption.

vulnerable groups.
Expected changes in lifestyle since COVID-19
outbreak1)

Household income trends

1)

Q2 2019

Increased use of video
platforms

Q2 2020

(million won)

(million won)

6

6

Increased non-faceto-face purchases of
products

5

5

Increased non-face-toface work

4

4

Increased use of online
classes

3

3

Reduced number of trips

2

2

Reduced number of
meetings

1

1
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0

0
Total income

Wage

Business

Transfer

Note: 1) Based on monthly average income per household in the

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70
(%)

Note: 1) Percentages of respondents answering that current changes
in daily life would be maintained in the future as well.
Source: HanKook Research’s Survey on Awareness of COVID-19.

Household Income and Expenditure Survey.
Source: Statistics Korea.

(Implications)
Finally, the extent to which a decline in spending

As shown earlier, it appears that there will be

related to face-to-face services and overseas

considerable potential factors causing restric-

travel is replaced by other goods and services

tions to the private consumption path in the fu-

consumption could also affect recovery in pri-

ture, due to a prolongation of COVID-19. As so-

vate consumption going forward. Since the

cial-distancing rules have become the norm due

COVID-19 outbreak, consumption of services

to concern about the resurgence of COVID-19,

which require high face-to-face interactions

rapid recovery in the face-to-face services sec-

has declined, while demand for non-face-to-

tor seems unlikely. The consequent sluggish-

face services including online games and over-

ness in service industry conditions could worsen

the-top (OTT) services 5) has increased, and

employment and income conditions of vulner-

online purchases have been expanding rapidly.

able groups, thus acting as a structural factor

Likewise, consumption of other goods and ser-

causing sluggishness in consumption.

6)

vices as substitutes has increased, but in the
5) Over-the-top services refer to services like YouTube and Netflix that provide media contents such as TV shows and
movies through the Internet.
6) The growth rate of non-store retail sales (year-on-year) increased by a larger amount from +10.6% in Q4 2019 to
+16.7% in Q1 2020, and to +20.5% in Q2.

In light of this, as private consumption recovers
slower than expected, it is forecast to take a
considerable time to return to the pre-pandemic
level.7) However, the government’s income and
consumption support measures and increased
savings following a contraction in consumption
are expected to contribute to recovery in private
consumption going forward.

Patterns of recovery1) in private consumption2)
during past crises
Asian financial crisis (1997)

Global financial crisis (2008)

COVID-19 (2020)
(highest point = 100)

67

(highest point = 100)
110

100

100

90

90

80
-1 year

highest point

+1 year

80
+2 years

Notes: 1) T he highest points were seen in Q3 1997 during the Asian
financial crisis, Q3 2008 during the global financial crisis,
and Q4 2019 during the COVID-19 crisis.
2) Seasonally adjusted.
Source: Bank of Korea.

7) Looking at past cases, private consumption recovered relatively quickly to the pre-crisis level during the global financial crisis period, while it took longer than two years for private consumption to recover to the pre-crisis level during
the Asian financial crisis period, as the impacts of shocks to employment and income lasted for a considerable time.
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